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APPENDIX A ABOUT SACF Inc

Sydney Airport Community Forum Inc (SACF Inc) was formed in 1998 as an open non-party-political forum representing
airport community groups across the whole of greater Sydney from Randwick to the Blue Mountains, and from Hornsby  to
Sydney’s south-west extremities. It was established as an alternative to the government-appointed   committee of a similar name
that is not representative of all the communities affected by aircraft noise and pollution.  

In July 1999 SACF Inc produced a position paper on Sydneys' airports predicament entitled "The Way Forward from Sydney's
Airports Quagmire" and has undertaken considerable lobbying of Government and opposition MPs to propose improvements to
airport policy and flight path planning. 

SACF Inc does not believe that a second airport at Badgerys Creek will significantly alleviate the suffering for inner city
residents, because it will only further complicate the already tortuous flight paths over  Sydney resulting in increased low altitude,
hence noisy,  flying. It has proposed that government reconsider sites in the near southern highlands  as possible venues for a new
primary or replacement Sydney Airport.

SACF Inc is lobbying Government to address the lack of Protective Legislation for people exposed to aircraft noise, and has
suggested that a mandatory maximum noise level from overflying aircraft be prescribed, just as the noise from cars, trucks and
industrial sites is regulated on the ground.  

SACF Inc proposes that "noise minimisation" through aircraft altitude control could be more effective than "noise-sharing"  in
the armory of airport environmental policy.  In October 2003 SACF Inc produced its "Submission on Sydney Airport
Corporation Ltds Preliminary Draft Master Plan July 2003" .  A technical  working group of SACF Inc has been working on this
review of the Long Term Operating Plan for Sydney (Kingsford Smith) Airport [The LTOP Review],  which it is hoped will
further influence government policy towards ameliorating the suffering of those subjected to aircraft noise. 

The SACF Inc Forum now includes around  20 community groups across Sydney including the Coalition of Airport Action
Groups."

Contributors to "The Way Forward for Aircraft Noise Sharing at Sydney (Kingsford Smith) Airport"

Authors: 
Philip S. Lingard , BSc., Ph.D., M.I.E. Aust., M. Inst P (UK)., LLB  (Convening Editor, and Secretary SACF Inc) [NWRAG]
Henri P. Richard ,  M.I.E. Aust., C. Eng (VP , Airport Operations, SACF Inc) [Coogee]
Graeme P. Harrison , BE., BSc., M.I.E. Aust., MBA (Harvard) (VP, New Airport Developments, SACF Inc)  [Randwick RAAF]
Richard J. Tanner B.Sc (Ag)   (Chair , SACF Inc) [AFALOS]

Other Contributors:
Tim Bradley (NWRAG)
George Church (Winston Hills)
Peter Cork (Fairfield - FRAAN) 
John Dale, C. Arch  ( VP , Airport Environment Regulations, SACF Inc; President CAC)
Peter Hicks (CAAG)
Melinda Keresztes (Hornsby - HRANG)
Teresa LeStrange (Strathfield) 
Brian Rowlings (Parramatta - PRAAN) 
Alister Simington (Summer Hill - SOS) 
Steve Summers (Dulwich Hill) 

List of Member Community Groups of SACF Inc & SACF Inc Associates 

Member Community Groups  
Association for an Airport Located Outside Sydney [AFALOS] 
Coalition of Airport Action Groups [CAAG]
Community Advisory Committee [CAC]
Coogee Residents Against Aircraft Noise 
Fairfield Residents Against Aircraft Noise [FRAAN]
Hornsby Residents Aircraft Noise Group [HRANG]
North West Residents Airport Group [NWRAG]
Parramatta Residents Against Airport Pollution [PRAAN]
Randwick Airport Action Forum [RAAF]
Save Our Skies [SOS] 
Strathfield Residents Against Aircraft Noise

Associate Community Groups
Bligh Residents Airport Group
Bankstown Airport Community Environment Forum [BACEF[
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APPENDIX  B LTOP MODES:

B.1 CURRENTLY  USED MODES

ksamod2.tif
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APPENDIX B Cont'd:

B.2 CURRENTLY  UNUSED SODPROPs  MODES

Mode2_4B.bmp
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APPENDIX  C -LETTER FROM SENATOR MARISE PAYNE TO GEORGE  CHURCH 

OF WINSTON HILLS
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APPENDIX D LETTER FROM RICHARD TANNER TO WEEKLIES  APRIL   2000:

[ Dear Editor:
"Now that the Civil Aviation Safety Authority appears to have successfully cracked the whip over lack of
proper maintenance programs for Ansett's aircraft fleet it should raise its sights over the far more
important issues at Sydney's Kingsford Smith Airport.

Since 1996 the present Government has concentrated the noise of departing flights over Labor held
electorates  under the aegis of the so-called "Fair Share Noise Plan" aka "The Long Term Operating Plan"
or LTOP.  Prior to 1996 the Labor Party concentrated flight paths over Liberal -held electorates.

Not only does the LTOP involve criss-crossing of arrival and departure flight paths with artificial height  
ceilings,  but careful examination of the Sydney Airport Operating Statistics  since 1995 reveals an
alarming situation which should shock even the most hardened politicians and leave no excuse for CASA   
to do nothing.

The 1995/2000 figures show that takeoffs to the north  over residents  [LTOP modes 7, 8 & 9]  have almost
doubled from 29 to 53% of all departures. In the same period takeoffs over Botany Bay to the sea which
affect fewer residents  [LTOP Modes 5,10 & 14A]  have decreased from 65% to 44%.  The perverse effect
of LTOP has thus been to increase the number of heavily laden jet departures from KSA over populated  
areas to the north east and west; when an ostensible aim was to maximise movements over the water.

Statistically world wide there is a chance of an aircraft crash  on take off of about one in three million, but
it is now deliberate Government Policy to transfer this risk over heavily populated areas.  A big jet  such as
a B747 will take off with approximately 100 tonnes of highly flammable aviation fuel - equivalent to about
four road tankers full.

The conflagration from a crash on take off is now more likely to be spread over heavily populated areas
rather than the sea when this unfortunate but inevitable statistic occurs over Sydney.  This is aviation
Russian Roulette being played out  in the skies over the residents of Sydney.

In addition both out and in-bound aircraft are remorselessly vectored across as many Sydney suburbs as
possible at low levels for what in most cases appears to be no good reason. This creates even lower
artificial ceilings for departing aircraft which as the figures show fly mainly over populated land areas.

Thus the LTOP just doesn't work and is outright dangerous. The Sydney airspace management plan  is a
fiasco, an operational "joke" sponsored by buck-passing politicians and implemented by over-stressed and
under-funded  bureaucrats in Airservices Australia who are unfortunately  the   hands-tied servants of  
their masters - the government of the day.

In the present chaos in the skies over Sydney there is an excellent opportunity for CASA to show its real
worth by forthwith closing Sydney's KSA until all political parties sign a binding agreement that they  will
cause the operations at KSA to be conducted in a manner which has at its core the real safety interests of
air traffic and the people of Sydney. Whilst the issues surrounding the present Ansett imbroglio are serious,
they are mere bagatelle compared with  the air safety issues at KSA . It remains to be seen whether  CASA  
would be prepared to bite their political masters over this issue, or are they mere toy watchdogs who don't
bite and are not worth feeding!"

Yours Faithfully
Richard J. Tanner
Chair, Sydney Airport Community Forum Inc]
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APPENDIX E ADMISSION FROM CASA THAT NO SAFETY REVIEW OF LTOP 

WAS CARRIED OUT BY THEM
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APPENDIX F  MILITARY "PROHIBITED, RESTRICTED AND DANGER" ZONES  [PRDs] 

PRD's are "Prohibited, Restricted or Danger" Zones.  They are usually associated with military airport operations.
In the near vicinity of  KSA these are Richmond and Williamtown (Newcastle).  PRD's are divided into "24 hour"
and "NOTAM " zones .   "NOTAM" refers to the fact that  these zones are  activated and deactivated by Airservices
Australia   "Notices to Airmen" , ie NOTAMs, presumably in response to Military directions. 

It is stated in the AIP [ENR1.4] that clearance will only be withheld when activities hazardous to Aircraft taking
place or when military activities requires it #2  ,  and  also that when  compliance with Air Traffic Control  requires
flight through into or out of restricted airspace the pilot in command may assume that ATC#3 has obtained approval
for the flight [Para 3.3.3]. However, the flight path must comply with prescribed controlled airspace procedures. 

What this means in practice would require  more expert analysis, but it is illuminating to consider the theoretical
possibilities.

We shall deal with the implications of the Richmond Tracks and the Offshore (East-North-Eastern) Tracks in turn:

(a) North Western (Richmond Track ) PRDs:

Tables F.1  and F.2 show the "NOTAM"-  and 24 hour- affected PRDs, respectively,  for flight tracks to- and -from
KSA to the North West. Although from 4 December 1997 Airservices was said to have taken over management of
the Richmond Military Airspace #4 , a recent AIP Supplement [H27/02] dated 13/6/2002  warns of the effects of
"Operation Pitch Black" [15/7/02 - 2/8/02]  , a Military Exercise involving Richmond and Williamtown Airspace
with effects on H76/H78, H66/Q166 H76/B587 & H66 and Q94 indicating temporary revised route designations and
the activation of the following PRD's : R542, R641, R583A, R587A, R587B and R595.   Further "temporary PRD's"
[subject to 8 hour NOTAMs]  were allocated  for the exercise for which the administering authority is stated to be the
Department of Defence  (Air Force).

(a1) "NOTAM" -Implemented PRDS [See Table  F.1]:
All the northwestern tracks are affected  by the NOTAM -implemented PRD,  R541   which is a roughly trapezoidal
zone from 4000- 28000 feet, approximately centred on the Richmond Radial [ 310 o ].  R541 begins  32 km from
KSA -Centre and extends  to 80 km, with a commencing width of 15 km and a final width of 63 km. 

R541  is no mean volume of airspace, and if implemented frequently,    it would likely prevent aircraft   travelling out
from KSA above 4000 feet until they get well beyond Richmond airspace. 

Further out from Richmond in an extension of the R541 radiating trapezoidal zone,  are various other NOTAM
implementable PRD "Restricted" zones   (R543, R586A, B & C)  affecting Tracks H202 & V316 at altitudes  above
6500 feet [as high as 60,000 feet in places],   having distances out from 84 km  to as far as 270 km from KSA-Centre
[See Table F.1].  

A NOTAM-implementable "Danger Zone" (D558) affecting Track V316 may apply at altitudes up  to 7500 feet at
from 165 - 277 km from KSA-Centre of commencing width 76 km and final width 105 km. .

2 AIP ENR1.4-7 PARA 3.4
3 ATC = Air Traffic Control
4 Govt SACF Minutes 19/9/1997
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TABLE F.1       RICHMOND  TRACK NOTAM RESTRICTED & DANGER ZONES

ZONE
DISTANCE

km n. mi ALTITUDE
EXTENT
feet 

BEARING
LIMITS
degrees 

DURATION AFFECTED
TRACKS 

R541-NEAREST
POINT

32 17 4000- 28000 295-325 NOTAM H202,V316,
V295,W144

R541-EXTENT 80 43 4000- 28000 279-328 NOTAM H202,V316,
V295,W144

R541-MAX
WIDTH

63 34 4000- 28000 279-328 NOTAM H202,V316,
V295,W144

R541-MIN
WIDTH

15 8 4000- 28000 295-325 NOTAM H202,V316,
V295,W144

R543 - START 84 46 6500-NOTAM 280-306 NOTAM H202

R543 - FINISH 166 90 6500-NOTAM 300-306 NOTAM H202

R543 - START 84 46 6500-NOTAM 280-306 NOTAM V295

R543 - FINISH 125 68 6500-NOTAM 300-306 NOTAM V295

R586A -START 166 90 7500- 28000 308 - 335 NOTAM V316

R586A -END 202 110 7500- 28000 308 - 335 NOTAM V316

R586B -START 202 110 28000-60000 308-331 NOTAM V316

R586B -END 244 133 28000-60000 308-331 NOTAM V316

R586C -START 244 133 10000-60000 308 - 322 NOTAM V316

R586C -END 270 147 10000-60000 308 - 322 NOTAM V316

D558 - START 165 90 SFC-7500 305-335 NOTAM V316

D558 - EXTENT 277 151 SFC-7500 305-335 NOTAM V316

D558-MIN
WIDTH

76 42 SFC-7500 305-335 NOTAM V316

D558-MAX  
WIDTH

105 57 SFC-7500 305-335 NOTAM V316

(a2) 24 Hour -Implemented PRDS [See Table  F.2]:
The first of these (R542) affect outward Track V316, only,  being contiguous with the NOTAM-implemented PRD
R541 (See (a1) above). R542 extends from 6500- 28000 feet at from 80 to 166 km from KSA-Centre. 

Beneath this the 24 Hour "Danger Zone"  PRD D554 affects tracks V316, V395  & H202 at altitudes from the
Surface (SFC) to 6500 feet and  distances  from 82 to a maximum of 165 km from KSA-Centre. The horizontal
transverse width of this zone across the flightpaths increases from 62 to 95 km. 

The 24 Hr danger Zone D600 only potentially affects incoming northwestern Tracks H39 & W180 and restricts them
to altitudes above 8500 feet until they reach 82 km ( 45n. mi) from KSA-Centre.
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TABLE F.2   RICHMOND TRACK 24  HOUR PRDs  -  RESTRICTED   & DANGER ZONES

ZONE
DISTANCE

km n. mi ALTITUDE
EXTENT
feet 

BEARING
LIMITS
degrees 

DURATION AFFECTED
TRACKS 

R542 - START 80 43 6500-FL280 306 - 335 24 HRS H76

R542 - FINISH 166 90 6500-FL280 306 - 335 24 HRS H76

R542 - START
WIDTH2

22 12 6500-FL280 306 - 335 24 HRS H76

R542 - FINISH
WIDTH

76 41 6500-FL280 306 - 335 24 HRS H76

D554 - START 82 45 SFC-6500 258-306 24 HRS V316

D554 - EXTENT 165 90 SFC-6500 258-306 24 HRS V316

D554-MIN
WIDTH

62 33 SFC-6500 258-306 24 HRS V316

D554-MAX  
WIDTH

95 51 SFC-6500 258-306 24 HRS V316

D554-START 82 45 SFC-6500 258-306 24 HRS V295

D554-MIN
WIDTH

35 19 SFC-6500 258-306 24 HRS V295

D554-MIN END 125 68 SFC-6500 258-306 24 HRS V295

D554 - START 82 45 SFC-6500 258-306 24 HRS H202

D554 - EXTENT 165 90 SFC-6500 258-306 24 HRS H202

D554-MIN
WIDTH

62 33 SFC-6500 258-306 24 HRS H202

D600 -START 82 45 SFC-8500 226-345
AVE

24 HRS NIL EXIST
FROM KSA

D600 -END 254 138 SFC-8500 226-345
AVE

24 HRS NIL EXIST
FROM KSA
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(a3) Richmond Track Discussion:

The effect of the above-described PRD's on the Richmond Track flight paths is shown in Figures F.1 - 3, for Tracks
V295, H202 & V316, respectively:

FIGURE F.1  PRD AFFECTATION OF FLIGHT PATH V295
fpv295xf~1.tif 
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FIGURE F.2   PRD AFFECTATION OF FLIGHT PATH V316
fpv316xf~1.tif
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FIGURE F.3  PRD AFFECTATION OF FLIGHT PATH H202
Get fpv202xf~1.tif
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From Figures F.1 - 3 one can only conclude that there is significant potential for PRD-type airspace restrictions to
affect outgoing traffic from KSA-Centre of the Richmond Tracks.  The nearest [NOTAM-implemented] R541 can
restrict flying between 4 and 28000 feet for all the Richmond Tracks. 

The ones further out variously affect immense multi-hundred cubic km trapezoidal volumes of airspace  at altitudes
between 6500 - 28000ft (R542) , Surface to 6500 (D554) ,  surface to 8500 feet (D 558),  unspecified above 6500
feet (R543),    7500 to 28000 feet (R586A)   1000 to  60,000 feet ( R586C) and 28000 to  60000 feet (R586B). 

Without detailed information about the implementation of the NOTAM PRDs it is virtually impossible to predict
which section of airspace will be barred to civil traffic on these routes  and for what time, or - indeed -  within which
altitude range.  

Approximately equally affected by "R"-  and "D"- Zone PRDs are Tracks V295 & H202, although they  are both
impeded by a 24 Hour "D"  zone between 0 and 6500 feet  at 80 - plus km and a variable NOTAM zone of
unspecified altitude above (R543). In addition, the approach to these appears to be frequently obstructed by R541,
allowing traffic through only either above 28,000 feet, or below 4000 feet.

The track most affected by PRD's is undoubtedly V316 which boasts a 24 Hour "D" Zone blocking it below 6500
feet for nearly 100 km at low altitude beyond R541, and a further NOTAM-implementable  "D" Zone blocking
below 7500 feet for 100 km beyond!  Also above these "Danger" zones at 80 km is a 24 hour restricted band between
6500 feet and 28000 feet with a NOTAM-implementable Restricted zone from 28000  - 60000 feet for 164 km
beyond.  

The prospect of ASA thus "playing it safe" and adopting the "path of least disturbance"  (ie flights below 4000 feet
up to 80 km and then wherever seemed available beyond)  would appear to be a significantly likely outcome. 

If this is so, it seems regrettable that the long-suffering residents of Sydney must bear the brunt, when one would  
expect negotiations between DOTRS and the DOD could provide far more environmentally friendly outcomes.

If it is the case that the Richmond DOD restrictions are such a problem, then perhaps Airservices would be better
advised to use a new, more southerly set of tracks, to the southwest of the radial bearing 275 o.   One possibility
would be to fly steeply out over Katoomba and then turn north west, putting civilian fights well outside the
Richmond military airspace trap.

(b) Offshore  PRDs:

Table F.3  lists the 24 hour- and "NOTAM"- affected PRDs for flight tracks to- and -from KSA to the North , East
and North East.

(b1) 24 Hour -Implemented Eastern PRDS [See Table  F.3]:
Beginning about  80 km north of Sydney there is an enormous rectangular 24 hour "Restricted" Zone PRD [R 595]. 

This  extends  roughly parallel to the coast up to 444 km from KSA-Centre, ending around Coffs Harbour. This  zone
is roughly 80 km wide and is expressed to affect flights at altitudes from the surface to 60,000 feet.  The main track
affected is B450  [ bearing 059 o ] .  B450 ultimately divides, with the addition of  B474, B580 and  A579 heading
off on different radials into the north west Pacific [See Figure  6.2.1].  The most southern edge of this restricted zone
follows the radial at bearing 078 o from KSA-Centre. 

As these civilian flights are unlikely to be higher than 60,000 feet under normal circumstances, then special
dispensation must be provided to permit these flights. In any event, they do not affect airspace outcomes in the
immediate vicinity of KSA-Centre.

Presumably it is because of these restrictions, that most of the domestic traffic to the immediate north appears to hug
the mainland immediately east of the Dividing Range.   

(b2) NOTAM -Implemented Eastern PRDS [See Table  F.3]:
The next most southerly batch of PRDs is a generally triangular shaped south-easterly inclined wedge with its
northern edge bearing  078 o with its apex off Sydney's Royal National Park and its most western edge approximately
22 km off shore, heading south beyond Wollongong.  [See Figure 6.2.1 ]. 
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The most immediate restricted zone within this wedge is  R. 485A,   whose boundary runs approximately north-east
parallel to the southern boundary of R 595 and is about 20 km off-shore. This initially imposes a surface to 1500 foot
restriction from 22 km offshore. The restriction  extends to 7500 feet from 35 km further out (R485B ) and is again
increased to 8500 foot at  77 km  (R485C) and 20,500 feet at 80 km (R485E) . 

The airspace between "R595"  from approximately due east and south of the Hawkesbury estuary,  and the boundary
of the above-described R 485 "wedge" opposite  Sydney's Royal National Park is a parallel sided corridor of width
about 15 n. mi,  without altitude restrictions,  heading out east-north-east across the Pacific. This corridor contains
one bidirectional  track [G595 -bearing 075 o ] and one incoming Track [N774 - bearing 089 o ].   The "R485"   
NOTAM restricted south-easterly wedge accommodates Tracks L521 [bearing 102 o - labelled "AUCKLAND"] ,    
M636   [bearing 115 o ]  labelled "NELSON", and track Y84  (from 12/6/2003).

(b3) Discussion:
Given the average distance of  20 km of the closest of these zones from the coast off Sydney, there is no good
military reason why altitude restrictions should affect air-traffic immediately off the Eastern Suburbs coast of Sydney
such as appear from currently designed  airspace  [See discussion of low-flying takeoffs and low-altitude approaches
from the north off  Sydney's Eastern Suburbs : SS 4.1 & 5.3].

TABLE F.3        NORTH, EAST & NORTH EAST RESTRICTED & DANGER ZONES

ZONE
DISTANCE

km n. mi ALTITUDE
EXTENT
feet 

BEARING
LIMITS
degrees 

DURATION AFFECTED
TRACKS 

1.     24  HR PRDs 

R595-START 80 43 SFC-FL600 010- 075 24 HRS B450

R595-FINISH 444 241 SFC-FL600 010- 040 24 HRS B450

R595-START 84 46 SFC-FL600 010- 075 24 HRS B450

R555A - Nearest
point

21 11 SFC-1500 240- 250 24 HRS W113

R555C - Nearest
point

21 11 SFC-3000 212-240 07:00-21:00 Y59,W430

2. NOTAM PRDs 

R485A - Nearest
point

22 12 SFC-1500 080- 185 NOTAM L521,M636

R485B - Nearest
point

35 19 SFC-7500 090 - 170 NOTAM L521,M636

R485C - Nearest
point

77 42 SFC-8500 087-108 NOTAM L521

R485E - Nearest
point

80 43 SFC-FL205 108-122 NOTAM M636
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APPENDIX G OVER-THE-WATER OPTIONS ANALYSIS 

(APPENDIX "D" FROM "The Way Forward No. 1" )

By Philip Lingard for SACF Inc 23/5/1999

1. Introduction:

The so-called "Long Term Operating Plan for Kingsford Smith Airport" #5 [the LTOP or "Noise Sharing Plan] put
forward by Airservices Australia  was predicated on the following principles:

Airport capacity should be " maintained to the maximum practicable extent" consistent with "noise sharing
objectives" with "Movements" capped at 80 per hour with the following noise minimisation directives:

(i) Safety not to be compromised;

(ii) All three runways to be used ;

(iii) Maximum use of flight paths over water and non-residential areas;

(iv) Where not practicable to employ over-the-water modes that overflight of residential areas  should be
"minimised" and that noise arising from such flight paths is "fairly shared;"

(v) Areas subject to unavoidable noise close to the airport should be provided with "respite" periods which
are totally free of aircraft noise;

(vi) Areas overflown by arriving aircraft to a particular runway should not also be overflown by aircraft
departing from that runway;  and

(vii) Arriving flight paths should ensure that descent profiles are commensurate with "low-power", "low
 noise" operations.   There is no corresponding statement about the noise from departing aircraft.

Since the commencement of the LTOP in  mid-1997 over the water modes have not been maximised.   Indeed the
utilisation of the only available daytime over-the-water Mode [Mode 4]  during the course of operation of LTOP has
apparently never exceeded   2% overall; although peak operational movements of  around 30 per hour  were
achieved early in 1998: KSA Briefing Notes.  There  are four theoretically possible over-the-water Modes,
according to Airservices Australia  LTOP Full Report, Modes 1, 2 , 3 and 4.   

Mode 1 is the "Curfew Mode " at present operating from  11:00pm to 6:00am and involves  use of only the main
north south runway [R16R - 34L] by aircraft reaching specified minimum noise standards and under 34,000 kg
weight.  All movements are over Botany Bay and the operational capacity is 23 Movements per Hour: LTOPSR
p.25.

Although three day-time over-the water modes were proposed in the LTOP Full Report [ LTOPFR Modes 2 - 4: See
pp   71-82],  only Mode 4 made it to the LTOP Summary report stage and was given final "approval" by the
governments consultative body,  the Sydney Airport Community Forum [or "SACF"].  

Numerous attempts have since been made by community groups and politicians from areas newly-affected by noise
under Airservices and SACF's LTOP to have Mode 2, in particular,  considered for application, but without success.
The use of increased over-the-water Modes is always opposed by the majority of politicians and so-called community
representatives on the government SACF from the airport's "North -South axis." 

One is left to speculate about this resistance to consideration of greater use of over-the-water Modes given the
professed objective of Airservices LTOP to maximise over-the-water operations and minimise operations over
residential areas; but is left with the unpleasant feeling that the reason is to avoid increased use of operations over
Botany Bay and nearby suburbs heavily represented on the government SACF [eg. Kurnell; Cronulla and  Rockdale],
since there is a relatively  small affectation to the north for the over-the-water modes. An alternative explanation,
perhaps,  is that the reportedly increased workload on Air Traffic Controllers is too great (See below)..

5 Abbreviations used: LTOPSR = Long Term Operating Plan Summary Report; LTOPFR = Long Term Operating Plan Full
Report
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2 General  Description of Over-the-Water Modes  

This description will be conducted with reference to Fig. 1 [Schematic Airport Runway Layout with superposed  
directions of aircraft movements] . 

FIGURE G.1 -  SCHEMATIC RUNWAY LAYOUT

[Note: the Original Fig.  1 published in "The Way Forward"  omitted the Mode 2 Departure capacity data for Runway 34L] .

Airservices documentation states that all the over-the-water Modes [Modes 2 - 4 ] are theoretically available given in
the Bureau of Meteorology's  "50 year all months average  prevailing weather conditions"  for 46% of the time with a
minimum of 26% in a typical January to a maximum of 56-57% between May to July [LTOPFR p. 71; 77 and
LTOPSR p. 31].  The capacity of operations during the operation of these Modes is theoretically between 43 and 56
operations per hour for Modes 2-4; quoted Sabre SIMMOD 6 modelling by ASA [LTOPFR p. 71; 77 and LTOPSR
p. 31], with approximately,  but not exactly  equal numbers of arrivals and departures: See Table 1.  Mode 4 is the
only daytime over-the-water Mode to have been given any sort of trial and has been shown to be capable of  at least   
30 / hour [KSA  "Briefing Notes Jan - May 1998].    The LTOP Reports state that Modes 2- 4 are theoretically
available throughout the year,  but  "mainly in the morning and late evening:" See LTOPSR p.  31; LTOPFR pp 71 &
77.

3. Details of Individual Modes:

3.1 Mode 1 - The "Curfew " Mode:

When Mode 1 is in use all arrivals and departures take place over the water off and onto the main "north-south"
runway [Runway 34L and 16R].  The runway capacity is limited in operation due to the simultaneous use of a single
runway for arrivals and departures  during which practice is to space arriving aircraft  at 40n. mi.

An interesting comment by ASA  in the LTOP Reports is that "the availability of this Mode, other than when it is
mandated by legislation is limited to when the downwind does not exceed 5 knots" : LTOPSR p.  26 . Can this mean
that  downwinds in excess of 5 knots are tolerated during curfew, when visibility is reduced  and they are not
tolerated during daytime operation, and if so for what reason?

6 Note: "SIMMOD" modelling means US Federal Aviation Administrations Airport and Airspace simulation model assuming
 "existing airfield layout (runways, taxiways and terminal layout) and [nb] current operational procedures.": LTOPSR p. 11
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3.2 Mode 2 - 

With Mode 2 departures all head south  off Runway "16R" [the main north south runway]. All arrivals excepting
"long haul jets"  land on Runway 34R [the "third runway" ] from the south-south-east, and can do so except in wet
weather when there is a southerly wind. This is  presumably because of the danger of overruns caused by .

TABLE G1 KEY OVER-THE-WATER MODE OPERATIONAL DATA

MODE  2 MODE 3 MODE 4 MODE 1

ALL MONTHS AVERAGE
AVAILABILITY [BOM]

46% 46% 46% No data - Mode  Ordained
 23:00- 06:00 hrs

OPERATIONAL1

AVAILABILITY 
downwind  <
5 knots #a

downwind  <
5 knots #a

downwind  <
5 knots #a

downwind  < 5  knots #a

SUSTAINED CAPACITY 
Movements /hour

56 49 43 23

Peak Capacity
Movements /hour

59 51 44 25

Arrivals Capacity
Movements /hour

27 21 15 13

Departures Capacity
Movements /hour

30 29 28 14

Cloud Base Limitation [feet] 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

Visibility Limitation [km] 10 10 10 10

Number of People affected by
70dBA impacts  B747-200  -
Arrivals -  From North

134,400 Nil Nil Nil

Number of People affected by
70dBA impacts  B747-200  - 
Arrivals -  From South

700 700 700 700

Number of People affected by
70dBA impacts  B747-200 -
Departures -To  South 

40,000 5,800 9,800 4,000

Number of People affected by
70dBA impacts  B747-200 - 
Departures - To North 

Nil 606,300 Nil Nil

1 #a   Table Footnote Note  : The downwind component limitation has reportedly been abolished :SACF 26/2/1999

 per K. McLean ASA

skidding in the wet due to the shortness of the third runway which terminates close to the Domestic Terminal
Building General Holmes Drive .  Mode 2 is suitable for use in low-to moderate southerly winds when otherwise
Mode 10 would need to be employed:  LTOPFR p. 64ff.  With the reported "relaxation" in the downwind  
component  requirement [to around 10 knots ],  landings from the south should be possible with Mode 2 as long as
this criterion is not exceeded.  

Table 1 shows that this is the optimum capacity "over-the-water" Mode; but this is partly achieved by landing
long-haul 747 and similar aircraft from the North.  Elsewhere in the  LTOPSR it is stated that long haul jets comprise
about 15% of total movements at KSA:  [LTOPSR p. 2].  This suggests that during operation of Mode 2 a maximum
of 7.5% of the arrivals might need to land on the main north-south runway representing about three arrivals from the
north per hour according to the ASA data in Table 1.  [Arrivals equal approx. half of the 15% ie.  7.5%  of  the 27
shown in Table 1 to represent arriving aircraft movements with Mode 2].

Thus the affectation to  the north can be expected to be about 7.5% compared with that in strong southerly winds
during  Mode 10 operation when all aircraft land from the north [3/40 ie.  up to   40 aircraft per hour:  LTOPFR p.
65 ]; although in considering residential impact one must have regard to the fact that the LTOP states that Mode 2
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availability would be predominantly in the early morning and late evening: LTOPFR p. 71. Presumably this is
determined by prevailing weather conditions.   

There also must be a 15 degree horizontal "divergence" between over-the-bay arrival and departure flight paths in the
use of this Mode, which according to the LTOPFR puts departing aircraft from the main north-south runway on a
flight path over Cronulla;  though why this is necessarily so is not entirely clear.  

3.3 Mode 3 -

Mode 3 is the inverse of Mode 2, that is all departures except for "Long-Hauls"  take place to the south -south-east  
over Botany Bay from Runway 16L [The "third" runway] . According to Airservices it would be available in wind
conditions complementary to those suited for Mode 2 , ie.  light to moderate northerly winds.

Long Haul departures [ie. overseas bound B747's; 767's, DC9's & 10's] would  take off to the north from runway 34L
[the main north-south runway]  in a manner presumably similar to Mode 9.   All landings would be on runway 34L
from the south heading approximately NNW. 

Like Mode 2 this mode requires simultaneous arrivals and departures from the same runway ; but according to the
LTOP Full Report in connection with Mode 2 such  use of the same [main ] runway for simultaneous landings and
departures will not cause significant delays because the departures and arrivals are in the same direction: LTOPFR p.
73. 

Table 1 shows that this is a "medium capacity " over-the-water Mode shown by the "SIMMOD modelling to be
capable of  49 movements per hour.  This is partly achieved by departing long-haul 747 and similar aircraft over  the
North.  

As mentioned earlier, elsewhere in the  LTOPSR it is stated that long haul jets comprise about 15% of total
movements at KSA:  [LTOPSR p. 2].  This suggests that during operation of Mode 3 a maximum of 7.5% of the
arrivals might need to take off north from the main north-south runway representing a little over 2 departures per
hour according to the ASA data in Table 1.  [Departures equal approx. half of the 15% ie.  7.5%  of  the 29 shown in
Table 1 to represent departing aircraft movements with Mode 3].

Thus the affectation to  the north can be expected about 6% of that in stronger northerly winds during  Mode 9
operation when all aircraft take off to the north [ie.  up to  35 aircraft per hour:  LTOPSR p.  58 ; 2/35  = 5.7% ].  In
considering residential impact one must have regard to the fact that the LTOP states that Mode 3 availability would
be predominantly in the early morning and late evening: LTOPFR p. 77 and that the 15% longhaul movements  
implies that only about two per hour would be required to take off over the north with this mode .

According to Airservices there must also be a 15 [or is it 30?] degree horizontal "divergence"  between over-the-bay
arrival and departure flight paths in the use of this Mode, as with Mode 2 :   See general comments LTOPSR p. 21 ,
but according to the LTOPFR in the description of  Mode 3 "all operations in the initial departure phase and the final
approach phase of flight are over water with the minimum impact on Kurnell achievable" [!!]: LTOPFR p. 80.

3.4 Mode 4 - 

With Mode 4,  departures  to the south are from both "north south" runways 16L ["third" ] and 16R [main ] . Arrivals
 are onto runway 34L [main north south heading north] . Airservices state that this is the "preferred Mode" during all
none curfew hours subject to weather and traffic conditions: LTOPSR p. 106;  and that failing the availability of this
mode then Mode 2 should be reconsidered : [LTOPFR p. 75].  

In the context of runway utilisation Mode 4 appears compatible with the use of Mode 3 when the wind direction
strengthens from the north forcing northerly take-offs by long haul jets; when the Summary Report states that Mode 4
will be unsuitable and that Mode 3 "covers this operation.": LTOPSR p. 34; although despite this apparent
endorsement by ASA it should be noted that Mode 3 is also not included in the final LTOP!

Table 1 shows Mode 4 to be the  " least capacious" over-the-water Mode shown by the "SIMMOD" modelling to be
capable of  44 movements per hour.  It has similar weather and operational restrictions to modes 2 & 3 yet is the only
one included in the LTOP.   Its obvious advantage is that no aircraft overfly the north during the operation of this
Mode, and clearly there are advantages to the majority of Sydney residents in this.  

Like Modes 2 and 3 Mode 4 is theoretically available throughout the year, but usually in the "early morning" [from  
ca. 07:30am]  and late evening under low wind conditions: LTOPSR p. 31 cf. 106.  The maximum stated downwind  
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tolerance of 5 knots may now be  greater due to the reported  "relaxation" of the downwind component requirement
reported by Ken McLean to the government SACF on  26 /2/1999.

However, Airservices state [LTOPSR p. 106] that Mode 4 cannot be used on weekdays between 06:00 and 07:30 and
it suggests that in that period "a cross runway Mode should be used (Modes 5,7 or 14A)": LTOPSR p. 106.  

No reason is provided for this statement though one suspects it could be related to the significant density of overseas
"long-haul" arrivals in the early morning post-curfew period; but in its typical self-contradictory manner the
Summary Report goes on to state that its proposed use will be "in the early morning, immediately following the
curfew and during light traffic periods in the middle of the day or at weekends.": LTOPSR p. 34

There are obvious "synchronisation problems" with this Mode due  to the use of runway 16R /34L for both landings
and departures in opposite directions and Airservices state that "significant aircraft spacing was required on the
take-off and final approach tracks, limiting the capacity of the runway.": LTOPSR p. 31.

As with Mode 3 all operations are stated to be over the water and there is minimal impact on Kurnell: LTOPSR p. 34

4. Airservices Critique of Over-the-Water Modes:

The critiques by provided by Airservices of all the "over-the-water" Modes are similar and so are bundled together in
the following discussion for the purpose of providing a basis from which critical questions may be directed to
Airservices.

4.1 Airspace Management Complexity:

Both LTOP Reports state that "operational complexity" is greater for the "over-the water" modes than for "normal"
Modes, and that arrivals and departures must be "segregated on the traffic circuit": LTOPSR p. 31; LTOPFR pp. 72
& 78 . It is not clear whether this means on the airfield itself or in the air, but either way one would expect some sort
of necessary segregation between arrivals and departures both in the air and on the tarmac otherwise there would be
collisions between aircraft whichever Mode was being used.

Both Reports [LTOPFR p.  73; 78; & LTOPSR p. 32] also state that there must be "clear" and "distinct"  division of
"airspace responsibility"  between "tower" and "radar" controllers, and that there "is extra coordination required"
between aerodrome controllers in the SODPROPS modes, at which one shudders to think that there is not ordinarily
any "clear" and "distinct" division of responsibility and coordination in this way.  

There is also an "increased monitoring load on final approach and after departure"  and controller workloads are
increased  with the over-the-water Modes: eg. LTOPFR p. 73;  presumably because of the need to ensure that
departing and arriving aircraft do not stray onto each others flight paths.  One of the reasons for this is the inability of
controllers to simultaneous monitor the over-the-water modes and "helicopter arrivals".  

One is led to ask whether this could be minimised using some kind of radar system to track aircraft and warn of  
intrusions into relevant airspace; or perhaps whether helicopters should be mixed in the same air-space as general
traffic at KSA?

4.2 Disadvantages :

These are stated to be a 15 degree divergence requirement which puts aircraft over Cronulla and which "defeats the
purpose of the opposite direction operation"  ie.  to maximise operations over water. Sometimes this is referred to as
a 30 degree divergence and is stated in both reports without justification and  avoids any consideration of the relative
numbers of people affected by operations "over Cronulla" than in the use of the "parallel" Modes. 

The Reports also state without justification that "only low traffic levels"  are available "with safety"  with mixtures of
arrivals and departures in the same airspace: LTOPFR pp.  73 , 78 & 80;  LTOPSR p. 32 .  Whilst one would not ask
Airservices to conduct operations in an unsafe manner, a legitimate question is whether the 43- 56 movements per
hour projected by the SIMMOD modelling for these Modes is inherently unsafe?

4.3 Advantages :

The most obvious advantage for Sydney residential communities is the reduction compared to  Mode 9 and  10
operations in the frequency to which people in residential areas are exposed to 70dBA noise impacts.  Although this
is not quantified in terms of number of impacts  per person per hour in the LTOP reports, the exposure to landing
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noise of the 134,400 people affected from the north is between ten and twenty times less than with Modes  9 & 10;
because only long haul jets are using the northern approach and departures routes with Modes 2 & 3 at the rate of
only 2 - 3 per hour. This is very significantly less than the exposure of 1.5m people on the north,  north-western  and
north-eastern departure routes in Mode 9 operations.  There is, of course, no northerly exposure during the operation
of Mode 4.

Similarly significantly fewer people overall are affected by both arrival and departure noise; the bulk of the traffic
being over the water affecting a total of around 41,100 people : LTOPFR pp.  74 &79; LTOPSR p. 33, compared
with potentially 1.5m people with departures north: LTOPSR p.  93; See also Table 1.

Departing aircraft can reach much greater altitude more quickly flying south than with the northern departure modes
[LTOPFR p. 74 ; LTOPFR p.  79 ;  LTOPSR p.  33 where a typical B747-200 is projectedly at 10,000 ft "over
water"  - ie. offshore from Cronulla. This is to be compared with the only  ca 3000ft altitudes achieved in  practice
over Ashfield/Croydon/Strathfield  - an equivalent distance after take-off - during takeoffs to the north -north-west ;
in contradiction to the LTOP prediction which is around 6,500 ft at Wetherill Park in the north west. 

5 Questions that should be Asked about Over-the Water Modes :

Q 5.1 Do the "safety" considerations which "limit" the use of this Mode really amount to limitations or do they
simply reflect an aversion to change in modus operandi and thus greater complexity for air traffic
controllers?

Q 5.2 Is the coordination requirement between "tower" and "radar" controllers any greater than should exist in
practice anyway?

Q5.3 Could "coordination" be assisted by greater reliance at the airport on "machine controls" such as
automated tracking radar [perhaps this is heretical in view of the controversy over PRM, but it is a question
worth putting]?

Q5.4 There is confusion in the description of the LTOP reports as to whether 15 degree or 30 degree
divergence [LTOPFR p. 72 cf. p. 73 ]  is required between arrival and departure tracks over the Bay ; which
in practice could make the difference between departures having to fly over Cronulla or not?

Q5.5 If safety is a limitation then why does the report state that  "Risk associated with this mode is provided
 for  in the procedures employed and in the development of the operating standard."  While this is a "stock
in trade" expression throughout the LTOP summary and full Reports and is repeated for all Mode
descriptions, does this not suggest that the risk is controllable for all Modes and therefore that safety is not
the consideration alluded to?

Q5.6 Can one assume that these Modes are now more available  given the relaxation of the downwind
condition referred to by Mr. McLean at the 26/2/99 meeting of the government SACF ; and if the relaxation
is to say 10kn [??] as applied during parallel operations under the Labour government, does this mean that
these Modes might be available twice as much as predicted in the LTOP Reports?

Q5.7 If noise minimisation over residential areas is the criterion as suggested by the preambles to the LTOP
Reports,  then why was not greater emphasis applied to consideration of Modes 2 and 3 in  implementation;
why were they left out of the final recommendation, and why is Mode 4 utilised so infrequently if at all?

Q5.8 The LTOP Reports imply  that Mode 4 with its opposite direction takeoffs and landings on the same
runway   and limited over-the-water capacity is  inherently preferable to either of Modes 2 or 3 [LTOPR p.
106] ; and in denying Sydney residents the availability of Modes 2 & 3  it contradicts itself in saying that
Modes 3 & 4  "provide maximum over-the-water tracking and should be used whenever weather conditions
permit:  LTOPSR p. 21!  Why is this not  being allowed to happen?

Q5.9 The LTOP Reports state that among the reasons for resistance to Modes 2 & 3 is the "divergence of a
 minimum of 15 degrees" which is required between simultaneous arrival and departure tracks which
"place[s] aircraft very close to or over Cronulla and would negate any initiatives discussed ...... to move
aircraft further to sea off Cronulla."   Is this actually the case; and is the limitation only applied in two
dimensions ?  [See also below] 

Q5.10A In practice, achievement of a 15 degree separation between departing and arriving aircraft only requires
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7.5 degrees from straight-ahead for both arriving  and departing aircraft.  This does not put departures over
Cronulla [See Fig. 2 ]. In fact even fifteen degrees [See Fig. 2] applied only to jets heading south off
Runway 16R provides the necessary clearance in three dimensions.  What is the answer of Airservices to
this criticism ?

Q5.10B Indeed, departing jets take off much more steeply than arriving craft [ 20-30 degree climbs are not
uncommon; cf.  5 degrees mandated for landing].  It is suggested that this inherently provides the necessary
safety clearances for jets departing and arriving in SODPROPs modes, and voids the objection in the LTOP
report that Modes 2 & 3 are void simply because they will put departing aircraft over Cronulla.  What is the
answer of Airservices to this criticism ?

Q5.11 Mr. A. Williams, an independent expert in air-space management [and consultant to the LTOP task
force] ,  has stated that with purely over-water modes (Mode 2 or a mixture of Modes 2 and 4),  the
SODPROPs throughput could be increased to 65 movements an hour, and the airport only operated above
this volume for 1% of first quarter 1998.  Hence for all calm days, purely over-water modes should be used.
Why is Airservices not maximising the use of these modes to minimise noise over highly populous suburbs?

FIGURE G.2 POSITION OF MODE 2 TRACKS WITH 15 DEGREE DIVERGENCE

Q5.12A SODPROPs:
Mr. G. Harrison [Randwick Forum ] has suggested that  the noise impact of KSA could be reduced by
40%-70% using  combinations of SODPROPs modes, with some modifications.  The lower figure would be
possible by getting Mode 2 implemented in all suitable downwind conditions, and running SODPROPS for
at least all non-peak periods in light and variable winds, especially very early morning and late at night.  As
shown above this should be possible with all northerly downwinds less than at least  10 knots.  Why is
Airservices not maximising the use of these modes to minimise noise over densely populated residential  
suburbs ?

Q5.12B SODJETS:
Mr. Harrison claims that the higher of the above figures could be achieved with a configuration which has
been called "SODJETS". This   involves confining jets to Mode 2  and putting  propeller craft  on the EW
runway thus increasing the availability of  Mode 2 to jets with greater over-the-water capacity. This would
result in still fewer jets going  over people (excluding Kurnell who should be compensated) when the
downwind was less than critical [ie. in all but bad weather].  An addition to the options available with this
suggestion could be to include Mode 3 - the true reciprocal of Mode 2 [See above], This would further
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expand the availability of SODPROPS /SODJETS into moderate southerly downwind conditions.  Why
cannot  Airservices persue these options? 

Q5.13 SODPROPs utilisation in IMC Report:
Airservices and Mr. Lidbetter should be asked whether the alleged SODPROPS utilisation of 5.1% in the
IMC Report dated 26/2/99 distributed by Mr. Lidbetter to SACF includes the curfew operations. If it does it
is incorrect to say that the curfew mode is a "simultaneous opposite directions on parallel runways" [ie.
SODPROPs ]  mode, and is a misrepresentation of the true utilisation of SODPROPs which is very small -
indeed, it is so small as to be unreported in recent KSA Briefing Notes.

In any case the combined utilisation of Modes 1 [Curfew] and 4 [SODPROPS 1] should be up to 14% by
now [July 1999]: See LTOPSR Fig. 10 p. 105.
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APPENDIX  H USING A CENSUS-BASED PEOPLE-EVENTS NOISE METRIC 

"A QUANTITATIVE SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF FAIR  DISTRIBUTION  OF AIRCRAFT 
NOISE  "   - Full paper by G. Harrison  March 1998. 
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APPENDIX  I  TIME-SEQUENCED CATHERINE-WHEEL PROTOCOL # 7

[MECHANISM FOR SAFE- IMPLEMENTATION OF FLIGHT PATH SPREADING.]

This is a proposal originally developed by the author in February 1998, at the commencement of the LTOP
introduction, but not previously published. This is the full version of the proposal outlined in S. 6.5 of the main text.

I.1 Introduction :

As mentioned earlier, The Long Term Operating Plan for Sydney (Kingsford Smith ) Airport  [LTOP] is the plan for
airport departures and arrivals which has been in the process of implementation since December 1997, and has
resulted in the introduction of additional aircraft noise to many suburbs (including the North West, the East  and the
North East) not previously affected in this way.

In proposing the ANEF -ANEI system for monitoring  Noise Distribution,  it is  noted from the "LTOP-96"
[LTOPSR]  Summary Report at page  102  that :

"The Task Force considered a wide range of inputs and parameters that might be used to monitor the equidistribution
of noise": para 7; and 

"To achieve this there has to be a wide understanding of what is meant by fair and equitable.  The task force
environment working group was not able to identify  what is meant by fair and equitable."  The task force
environment working group was not able to identify a single criterion to demonstrate equity  BUT it was
able to identify a number of considerations which  together,  and in balance,  could be considered to
constitute the basis for a fair and reasonable distribution of noise. " [Author's emphases]

And then follows a list of  parameters which include the "Average Noise Exposure" (ANEF); "Noise Level and
Duration of Exposure"  (T70);  "Respite" ;   "Number of Overflights " (involving a "Noise Metric" (N70)); "Time of
Day or Night"  and the specification of  "Non-Reciprocal Flights".

First,  in failing to identify "what is meant by fair and equitable",  the  so-called "Sydney Air Traffic Management
Task Force" clearly failed in its allotted goal to achieve "fair sharing" [LTOPSR p. 10] of noise which could not be
directed over the water or non-residential areas. 

Second,   the "LTOP-96"  Reports show that the Task Force restricted its considerations to departure plans,  defined
by the various operating "MODES",  to pathways effectively comprising "FREEWAYS IN THE SKY".   Although
in some areas these   behave more like multi-lane freeways (over the north west);  in others (eg. Coogee-Maroubra),  
the flight tracks are highly concentrated.  

Moreover, (perhaps an unintended consequence of  the "noise-share" targets),   is that until the very outermost limits
of Greater Sydney have been reached, aircraft  do not gain altitude towards cruising level,  remaining at 2500 - 3500
ft above sea level.   

The  noise exposure for  residents of areas immediately underlying the "FREEWAYS" is thus concentrated by LTOP
Modes 7, 8 and 9, being the one's  particularly affecting the overflight of residential areas to the west, northwest, east
and northeast of the city.  Although some spreading was subsequently introduced in some areas of the inner
northwest,  elsewhere there can be all-weather concentrations [eg. Strathfield, Parramatta, Winston Hills] . 

Inevitably,  such concentration of flight paths exposes more people in the underlying specific areas to  aircraft noise,
to which people in other areas of the Metropolitan Area are never exposed, even though Airservices Australia
alternates use of the various Modes from time to time and from day to day.

I.2 Local Experience:

In the first phase of the "LTOP" beginning with December 4 1997,   "Freeways in the Sky" were being  used over
many residential areas,  and numerous complaints were made by many people to the Noise Enquiry Line.
Subsequently (whether as a result  of complaints is difficult to assess), a less concentrated exploitation of particular
flight paths appeared to be employed over the inner north west.  

From mid- March 1998 there appeared some "fanning" of flight paths within the general "Freeway" tracks
representing Mode 9 over the North West, but these benefits were never introduced in  the east .

7 By P.S. Lingard
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From both personal and reported observation of aircraft trajectories in the sky,  and the provision by AirServices
Australia of  "Lochard Noise and Flight Path Monitoring System "   reports  to residents,  there is still a tendency to
over-concentrate the flight paths in  narrow low-altitude corridors [Both east and west],  resulting in  excessive
exposure to noise in contravention of  Recommendation 5 of the "LTOP-96" Report Summary.

I.3 Proposed Alternative Modus Operandi for Departures  [The Catherine Wheel Proposal]:

This proposal is based on the following premises:

(a) That at Take-off  aircraft must be travelling parallel  to their respective runway;
(b) That  by some distance from the runway end the aircraft can have reached a particular

height  setting which is  both safe and achievable;
(c) That  there must be some distance interval during the climbing process when it is not 

desirable for the aircraft to bank or execute turns;
(d) That depending on wind conditions certain operating "Modes" for Take off and Landing

are available and that others are not.   Some of these "Modes" are discussed in the "LTOP-96"
report;

(e) That  beyond some distance from the airport,  the aircraft must join  some  air corridor  on
 its journey to  its ultimate destination

In relation to premise (b)  trials of heavy jets by Qantas and Ansett have shown that a height of 3000 feet is reachable
by the heaviest aircraft [climb attitude 15 degrees] within 3 km of the airport. This is also confirmed by Boeing
manuals of procedure  # 8 .  At the original time of writing this,  ICAO -"A" [ now ICAO NADP 2; AIP ENR 1.5 Para
11.1.6] operations with initial climbout to 1500 feet had been trialled over both the east and the north west, but have
not since been consistently employed over either.  

In relation to premise (c)  it is  understood from discussions with pilots [and the LTOP Report# 9] , that turns may be
executed at or above 800 and 1500 ft  depending on the aircraft and the aircraft load [ICAO "A" and "B" specify
turns at 1500 and 1000 ft. respectively].  It is not essential to know the precise restraints on turning  for the current
proposal to be put forward. For more detailed discussion of Noise Abatement Departure procedures see S.  8.2.2      
above. 

In relation to premise (d)   it is accepted that there may be technical and safety considerations immediately following
take-off which may limit the trajectories which a  given jet may employ from a given runway.  

Presumably such limitations may be determined by the fact that other aircraft may be taking off simultaneously from
an adjacent parallel runway,  or from a runway at right angles to the given runway,  as well as  those determined by
the aerodynamic and  inertial characteristics of the plane.

I.4 The  "Catherine Wheel " or Clock-Hand Proposal:

I.4.1 A Critical Radius:
This submission is based on the idea that  beyond some critical radius  from the runway centre [described as  "KSA
Centre"   here] ,  it should be possible for Airport  Traffic Control to direct each successive aircraft to turn into a  
trajectory differing from the previous one by  some increment of a few degrees.   The critical radius may vary
depending on  the aircraft operating characteristics, aircraft type,  weight and speed.   

I.4.2 Successively Displaced Trajectories:
The resulting trajectories would thus be successively displaced,  like the second  hand of an analogue clock,   each
successive departing plane ascending long the path of a different spoke of an imaginary wheel on a different compass
bearing until it reaches the outer perimeter of a defined "great  departure circle." (or GDC)  [See Fig. I.1].

I.4.3 The  Great Departure Circle [GDC] :
This latter circle would be defined at a position that would be well beyond the    boundaries of the greater
metropolitan area at around 20,000 ft [See Fig. I.2] . 

By the  time  each aircraft reached the edge of the  defined great circle its altitude would  be sufficiently great that it
would be able to peel off into its respective air navigational corridor and head for its destination. 

8 "747 Procedures" Zagoren M. (2000)
9 LTOPSR (1996)  p. 102
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In addition to the Great Departure Circle, there should also be a "Great  Arrival Circle" [GAC] , one possible
position for which is also shown in Fig. I.2 [See discussion in S. I.6.4].

I.4.4 A Giant  Catherine Wheel:
The  resulting aircraft  movements,  as each peeled off successively,  into the air corridor  designated  by its port of
destination,  would have the appearance of a Giant Catherine Wheel  when viewed from space on  a hypothetical
axis of rotation  through the centre of Kingsford Smith Airport [Fig. I.1]. .

I.4.5 A Vastly More  Equitable Distribution of Aircraft Noise:
The fact that the departure trajectory for each successive aircraft [in whatever "LTOP"  MODE]  occurs along a
different spoke of an imaginary wheel,  each spoke lying in a different angular position from the previous one,  will
mean that the locus at ground level of the impact of aircraft noise  will continually change,  thus spreading the  noise
 closer to the airport significantly more equitably.  But suburbs distant from the airport will not hear any aircraft
noise,  because the early steepest possible climb towards cruising altitude of the aircraft will put them above any
notional "noise critical altitude" [See   S. 8.2.2 & Appendix L ] . 

FIGURE    I.1 THE GREAT DEPARTURE CIRCLE
Cth_Fig1.tif
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FIGURE I.2 ELEVATION CONCEPT OF THE TWO GREAT CIRCLES
Cth_Fig3.tif

I.4.6 The Angular Displacement of  Trajectories: 
The Department of Transport and Regional  Services (now DOTARS) estimates that there will be a total of 316,000
aircraft movements in the Sydney Basin region by 1999-2000: See "Sydney Basin Air Traffic Projections" - Aircraft
Movement Outlook ; http://www.dot.gov.au/progams/avpol/avstats/sydbasin.htm.

This amounts on average to  about 865.75 "movements" per day.  Given that approximately half of these will be
arrivals and half of them departures,  one arrives at a figure of  around 433 departures per operational day. This
translates to around (433/17 =  25) per operational hour given that there are 17 non-curfew  hours each day.  

Given that some arrivals and departures will normally take place during curfew using "LTOP-96"  MODE 1,   the
above estimate of average departures and arrivals per hour requiring to use non-curfew Modes must each be a little
less than  25 per hour; although in the early morning period this may be considerably greater. 

We will consider Mode 9 as a practical example, because this happens to concern people in most residential areas of
Sydney ( the East, North East, West  and North-west most of all]. 

Given that the arrivals are concentrated into a funnel passing across Botany Bay,  it should be possible to discount
there  being  any possibility of departures interfering with arrivals in any real sense [This aspect will be taken up
again later - See I.6.4  "Technical Considerations" - Arriving Aircraft - The Great Arrival Circle].  

Of course, this ignores the present reality that due to sloppy air-space design by Airservices Australia, we have
departures overflown by arrivals all across the city forcing the low altitude departure flying which is observed [See.
S.  8.2.5 REMOVING THE DEPARTURE CEILING FOR TAKEOFFS OVER LAND, Vol. 1] . 

A conservative estimate for the current operating plan for Mode 9 shows that  around 270 degrees of arc  is
potentially available to accommodate the "spokes" of the  "Great Circle" comprising the Catherine Wheel trajectory
plan, as centred on the intersection point of the "East-West" and the Long parallel runway.   This arc lies between
compass bearings approximately South  by South West  and East of KSA #10. 

This means that there is  notionally available  about  10 degrees  of angular  deviation between each successive
trajectory  for  the Catherine Wheel/Clock Hand proposal considered above.

10  See LTOPSR p. 62  -  Sydney MODE 9  departures.
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I.4.7 The Spatial  Displacement of  Trajectories at  Ground Level:
The above  discussion  implies a possible separation  of ca. 0.7 km  between successive trajectories  at 4 km from
KSA  (ie.  by a circle approximately including Marrickville and Brighton-Le-Sands) ; or  ca.  0.5 km  at 3 km from
KSA.   (ie. by  a circle approximately including Sydenham and Arncliffe).

I.4.8 The Temporal  Distribution  of Noise Impacts at Ground Level:
Because each  departure trajectory need only be  employed once each hour (using the estimates of departure
frequency given above),   people at  most ground stations need only be exposed to the  maximum jet noise  around
once per  hour; or at the most  twice at extremely  busy times.  

Furthermore  there would be absolutely no need to concentrate all the flights over the 5 discrete  MODE 9  
"Freeways" in the sky as occurs now.

Once on its pre-determined trajectorial  "spoke",  each aircraft will stay there, climbing steadily  until it reaches the
Great Departure Circle. 

Thus as the aircraft proceed further and higher from KSA the spatial separation of their  Noise Imprints will increase
until they join the Great Departure Circle. At the circle they will all  traverse in the same rotational direction until
arriving at some appointed position for peeling-off  to their respective destination corridors. 

It is recognised that at some times of the day aircraft departures will exceed  25 per hour; resulting in a theoretical
noise exposure at each radial position of  at the most  twice per hour.  A "Lochard" plot received by the author for
Mode 9  operation between 7:00am and 9:00am on 12/2/98 shows  around 55 departures in that two hour period.

This proposal shows that there  is no  inherent requirement for all departing aircraft traffic in the vicinity of Sydney
Airport to  hog the same notional spatial Freeway; or even one of five.

I.4.9 Average Noise at Ground  Level:
How this proposal will in practice affect the ANEC/ANEI measures of average Noise Level at Ground Level in the
inner city region remains to be seen, as this can only be achieved by  exercising the  relevant mathematical model.

However, it is clear that with the Catherine Wheel the spreading of trajectories as proposed will reduce the  Noise
impact in the presently-affected Mode 9   "Freeways" to between one 25th and one 50th of the present projected
average levels. This is because the frequency of exposure in terms of Noise Incidents Per Hour must be reduced in
proportion to the  number of Departure Radii intersecting the Great Departure Circle at different points.

It is submitted that this would be a fairer and more acceptable result  for all but the few remaining residents within a
2-3 km radius of the airport runway centre [KSA Centre].

I.5. Conclusion:

It is submitted that the above proposed method of operation could significantly reduce the overall impact of aircraft
noise resulting from departures during the operation of "LTOP" Mode 9 and similar Modes. 

The distribution of Aircraft Noise achieved by employing the  proposal would certainly be more "Fair  and
Equitable" than that achieved by the present "noise share Freeway"  plan.  

With respect to the proponents of the current LTOP scheme,  it is submitted that any reasonable  examination of the
proposed Catherine Wheel or Great Departure Circle model  will show that it is capable of achieving  significantly
Fairer and more Equitable sharing of the necessary aircraft noise than is being achieved now.  

The fact that the model is only here discussed with application to Mode 9 does not imply that it should not be applied
to the other "LTOP" "residential " modes, where these involve overflying of residents [Eg. Modes 7 8, & 9].

It is proposed that sequencing Catherine Wheel departure trajectories be employed in  conjunction with a suitable
noise metric system for quantitative distribution  of noise impacts across residential areas which reflects the
perception of impact by residents, but with the overall objective of minimising aircraft noise on residents
everywhere. A possible quantitative methodology for noise impact dosimetry is described in S.  6.4 [SYSTEMETISING
THE MEASUREMENT OF DOSE-RESPONSE ] above 

Recommendation:  That Airservices Australia implement a reorganisation of the airspace above Sydney
Kingsford Smith Airport to eliminate the practice of departing aircraft being required to fly underneath
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arrival routes, and implement a system of departure track rotational sequencing so that no single point on the
ground in a residential area hears more than one or two aircraft movements per hour during daylight hours. 

A system is proposed in which this can be achieved by creating  two separate "roundabouts in the sky" for jet
aircraft whereby the departure roundabout is at twice the altitude of the arrival roundabout and all
departing jet aircraft are sequenced onto the departure circle roundabout  in such a way as to avoid conflicts
between themselves and arriving aircraft.

It is proposed that such a system be employed in  conjunction with a quantitative methodology for monitoring
the dose of noise impacts across residential areas which reflects the perception of impact by residents, but
with the overall objective of minimising aircraft noise on residents.

As submitted in S.  6.3.1 [UTILISATION & POTENTIAL FOR OVER-THE-WATER MODES],  it has been estimated
that,  properly implemented, over-the-water modes  should be able to accommodate at least 70% of the
maximum movement capacity of KSA [ 100 % for arrivals] for between 85 & 95% of the time, depending on
the currently prevailing meterological cycle.  Trajectory sequenced (Catherine Wheel) departures for
unavoidable residential overflying would readily cater for the rest.

I.6  Further Technical Considerations:

I.6.1 Mode 9 Departures  - Practical Implications of the Catherine Wheel Approach:
Figure I.1   showed the plan view of the model in operation assuming a  270 degree accessible departure field  
ranging from compass S-SW to  East as discussed above.

The "Great Departure Circle"  [GDC] is shown having a diameter of around  40 km; and will be at approximately
20000 feet. 

This means that the Great Departure Circle will have its  outer  limit  above approximately St. Marys,  and its
northern and southern limits will be at around West Head and  Thirroul, respectively,   but this is only for illustration,
and in no way affects the operating principle.   

The Inner Circle [IC]  lies at the "Critical Radius" for safe operational banking or turning of aircraft immediately
after take off   [This could be at 3000 ft and  3 km from KSA centre, or elsewhere as needs may be] as described in  
S. I.1, above.

The  "spokes" of the  hypothetical Catherine Wheel,  separated by 10 degrees of arc,  are each shown numbered in
the order in each hourly period in which they will be employed [eg. S1E , S2E ,  ..... - S NE]. 

Two sets of numbered "spokes" are shown, corresponding to departures from the two main parallel runways [S 1E    &
     S1W   etc  from 24 hour clock positions 23:00 to 15:00 and 17:00 to 22:00, respectively]; which must be operated
synchronously with each other.  

All  departure trajectories are numbered clockwise around the Inner Circle; but there is separate numbering and
sequencing for the Eastern and Western  parallel takeoff runways (34R and 34L) .  This is to avoid the possibility  of
aircraft which are leaving the two runways simultaneously from turning into each other. 

I.6.2 Utilisation of Successive Departure Trajectories:
Use of each radial trajectory  would be sequenced and programmed into a computer for allocation  to each departing
flight in chronological order; so that no two departing aircraft could be allocated the same trajectory at the same
time, and no trajectory is employed more than once or twice per hour.  

Delayed flights would have their  departure trajectories deprogrammed as soon as notification of delay was given;
and only allocated another trajectory according to their next anticipated departure time.  

Trajectory information would be radioed from control to aircraft immediately prior to taxiing,  along with
information about which runway and entry point to employ.

Once all the angular trajectory [ie "spoke" ] positions have been employed for  a given runway in any period,  then
the cycle will be repeated for each parallel runway, but always maintaining strict adherence to the clockwise rotation
of trajectory use.  
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Given the present geographical runway and current operation of Mode 9 it would be possible for each  sector to be
fully utilised in this way.

I.6.3 Behaviour at The Great Departure Circle:
Aircraft arriving at the Great Departure Circle would do so  at 10 degree-separated circumferential positions and  at
times corresponding to their departure schedule.  To avoid  the possibility of  simultaneous arrival of aircraft at the
same point on the Great Departure  Circle,   Airport Traffic Control [ATC] selection of the trajectories must occur  in
the opposite rotational sense to that of  the aircraft's traverse of the Circle, ie.  Clockwise selection of the trajectory
positions when the Circle is being traversed anti-clockwise and so-forth.  Thus for the western  sector ["clock"
positions 18:35 to 23:00 in Fig. I.1],   the take-off cycle would start with the  trajectory at radial S1W  ["clock
position" 18:35].  

Similarly, for the Eastern Sector ["clock positions" 00:00 to 15:00] the cycle of take-offs will begin with the
trajectory at radial clock position "Noon"  [Spoke S1E] and finishes at 15:00 -16:00 "o'clock"  [Spoke SNE ].

Some adjustment to flying times might be necessary to position aircraft  traversing the Great Departure Circle at safe
distances from each other. 

Each aircraft would then traverse the Circle until its departure point was reached in a position adjacent to its
designated international or domestic air corridor.  It is this periodic peeling characteristic which lends the name of
"Catherine Wheel" to the present model. Figure  I.3  shows the proposed peel-off procedure for  aircraft leaving the
Great Departure Circle. .

FIGURE I.3  PEEL-OFF PROCEDURE AT GREAT DEPARTURE CIRCLE
Cth_Fig2.tif

The arcs A1 and A2 in Figure I.3 show the direction  of aircraft traverse of the departure circle for the eastern and
western sectors, respectively.

I.6.4 Arriving Aircraft - The Great Arrival Circle:

Corresponding to the Great Departure Circle,  there would be a Great Arrival Circle  which arriving aircraft would
approach at an altitude below that of the departure Circle. There is  probably more than one way of doing this,  and
the description here is provided for illustration only, as the final result will have to be calculated by aeronautical
experts.
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In this scenario,  to avoid intersecting the trajectories of departing aircraft towards  the Great Departure Circle,  
arriving aircraft  would need to descend to an altitude  of ,   say,    10000 ft  at a distance beyond the Great Departure
Circle; and cruise at that altitude towards the perimeter of  the Great Arrival Circle where they would join a
procession around the circle until they reached the appropriate point for the commencement of the descent to Botany
Bay Heads.

Preliminary calculations suggest  that a 10000ft  Arrival Circle would need to be at  a distance of about  20 km from
KSA centre to avoid aircraft interactions; ie. directly below the departure circle.  

There are be a number of possible arrangements,  however, including that where the Arrival Circle was say, at an
altitude higher than the Great Departure Circle and considerably further out, but   below cruising height.  This would
need to be positioned far enough away to allow departing craft to reach cruising height before reaching the radial
position of the Arrival Circle. To ensure optimum altitude gain for departing aircraft, however,  it is recommended
that every attempt be made to ensure that the Great Arrival Circle [GAC] is located below the Great Departure Circle
[GDC] so as to minimise departure noise impacts on the ground.   An elevation view of the two Great Circles as
envisaged in this proposal was shown in Figure  I.2 [S. 6.5.4 Main Text, Fig. 6.5.4.1 ] . 

I.7 STATISTICS ON CATHERINE WHEEL PLAN:

Time to arrival at Great Circle at 300km/h  =   [40/300*60 ] =  6 minutes

Distance along Great Circle between adjacent trajectories  = [10*80*(22/7)/360] =  6.98km 

Time to traverse Great Circle between trajectory access points: [6.98/300*60 ]=  1.396   minutes

Therefore too dangerous for trajectories to be taken up anticlockwise for  anticlockwise traverse of Circle

Conclusion :   Must  access trajectories clockwise for anticlockwise traverse of Great Circle.

END
#
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APPENDIX  J EXISTING PROBLEMS WITH AIRCRAFT NOISE REGULATION

The Lingard (SACF Inc)/Nelson Correspondence ;  The Environment Ministers Reply  
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Note: A Handwritten postscript at the end of Minister Hill's original letter to Dr. Nelson states: 
" In case of confusion - as there is no NEPM [National Environment Protection Measure] for aircraft noise The National Environment
Protection Measure (Implementation) Act does not apply. Noise is regulated under other C/W legis & regs."
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APPENDIX  K BACKGROUND TO ACOUSTIC CALCULATIONS 

b. 21/5/2003; r 29/6/2003

By P.S. Lingard and H.P. Richard
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K.1 Basic Acoustic Principles Relied On:

K.1.1 Instantaneous Sound Intensity Level in Decibels:

dB = 10 log10 (I1/Io),  (1.1)

where I1 is the instantaneous intensity of sound per unit are per unit time at the point in question ; and Io is the
reference intensity  [Commonly 10-16  Watt/cm2]

See Blitz  #11  p.16;  AIOP HBK 3-7  #12

K.1.2 Instantaneous Sound Pressure Level in Decibels:

dB  = 20 log10 (p1/po), (1.2)

where p1 is the instantaneous pressure of sound at the point in question ; and po is the reference pressure  [Commonly
20 micropascals:   SAE AIR 1845, p. 35]

K.1.3 Sound Intensity:

Is the average rate of sound energy transmitted in a given direction  per unit area:

Ix  = 1/T  0∫ 
T   p v(x)  dt  (1.3)

where p = instantaneous sound pressure;
v(x) = instantaneous particle velocity

AIOP HBK 3-5 [See #2]

K.1.4 Relation between Sound Intensity (I) and Sound Pressure (p):

For a spherical wave of "effective sound pressure" p and propagation speed c in a medium of density ρ 

I   =   p2 / ρc (1.4)

for spherical propagation.
AIOP HBK 3-5 [See #2]

Note:  Eq.  (4) differs from that described in Blitz #1  which is multiplied by 1/2.

K.1.5 Intensity at distance r from point source of Power  Pm :

I(r)   =  Pm /4 π  r2 (1.5)

where Pm  = "Power of source" : Blitz #1, p. 15

Note:  Power equals the "rate of doing work" , or the rate of production of energy per unit time.

K.1.6 Relationship between Sound Pressure, Intensity and Radius:

From (4) and (5) :

I   =    p2 / ρc  =   Pm /4 π  r2  [AIOP HBK #2    3-5 and Blitz  #1  ]

Therefore:     p2   =   ρcPm / 4 π  r2 (1.6)

Hence   p2    (not p)   ~   1/ r2

11 Blitz, J. (1967) Fundamentals of Ultrasonics. Butterworths, London
12 American Institute of Physics Handbook 3rd Ed. 
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K.1.7 Sound  Exposure Level  (SEL) in decibels [called LAE]:

LAE = 10 log {  0∫ 
T (p/po)

2  dt}   =  20 log  {  0∫ 
T (p/po)

  dt} (1.7)

Here po  is the "reference pressure" which for noise levels expressed in decibels is internationally agreed as 20
microPascals.  See  SAE AIR 1845 Eq. B1, p. 35 #13

Note that (p/po) 
2  =   I/Io  by  Eq. (4)

For constant p, the integral in Eq.  7 becomes simply (p/po), ie:

LAE  =  20 log (p/po)

K.1.8 Sound Power of Source:

For a source vibrating  with particle velocity vp  and sound pressure ps:

vp = ps/ρc   (1.8)

See Blitz Eq. 2.32, where ρc = Acoustic Impedance.

vp =  ωa  = 2 π f a (1.9)

where ω = angular frequency of vibration, a is the amplitude  and f is the frequency.

Energy per unit  volume (or Energy Density)  E =  (1/2) ρ  vp
2  [Formula for Kinetic Energy] (1.10)

See Blitz p. 16 #1 (Eq.  2.36a)

K.1.9 Intensity of Sound (I) = "Energy Flow per Unit Area per Second" :

For a spherical source of finite radius, s, the total energy :

Pm   = (4/3) π  s 3  E

where E is the energy density per unit volume.

Thus Pm = (4/3) π s 3  (1/2)  ρ vp 
2   ; where vp  = ps  /(ρc)

Hence  Pm = (4/3) π s 3  (1/2)  ρ (ps /ρc) 2 (1.11)

Intensity of Source I = Pm  / (4 π  s2 ) (Eq. 1.5) 

Hence  I  =  (s/6ρc2 )  ps 
2 (1.12)

where ps  is the sound pressure and s is the radius of the finite source.

Thus I   ~   ps  
2

]

13 SAE AIR 1845 (1986) Precedure for the calculation of airplane noise in the vicinity of airports
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K.2. The Model and Methodology:

The stimulus for this exercise originated in the Department of Transport and Regional Services [DOTARS] March
2000 "Discussion Paper"  which considered the possibility of using better understood  noise metrics for
disseminating information to the community about aircraft noise # 14 .   Although superficially attractive, the
Southgate approach only describes the existing status-quo and underestimates the real noise impact for levels greater
than 70 dB(A).   Also,  it still leaves the  "forecasting role",  for land-use planning, and insulation specification, to
ANEF - the "Australian Noise Exposure Forecast, "   and fails to help the person in a newly-affected zone.

While the DOTARS paper concedes that complaints now arise from a significantly wider area than from within
Airservice Australia's ANEF 20 contours, it submits that the parameter "N70" might be a preferable way to warn and
advise communities of the prevalence of aircraft noise in their chosen suburb.  The N70 (dB(A)  approach consists of
defining contours representing the regions within  which flightpath noise, aggregated over an "average"  day or year
equals or exceeds 70 dB(A) .

The present approach was borne of the belief that SACF Inc should be producing practical recommendations to
Government for improved "on-the-ground" regulation  of aircraft noise .  

To discover how "N70" and ANEF,  and the other metrics compare,  an artificial, but mathematically useful, model
was adopted which  assumes that  over a  point on the ground under a  flight path, or a confluence of flightpaths,
there pass a  given number of aircraft movements per day.  Each such movement constitutes a "flyover."

For convenience, this is  computed as so many movements per hour,   each of which has a duration of 0.5 minute  ( ie
30 sec) each flyover producing  the same "maximum decibel level" ,  Lmax ,  of 70 db(A)  at the chosen point on the
ground. 

The subsequent process (described below)  involves calculating how this scenario affects  the metrics individually,
eg. N70 [this is obvious], then  Leq , ANEF, DNL,  CNEL and, finally  the overall comparison.  In S. 7 a "flyover"
correction is computed to allow for the fact that the actual maximum noise level on the ground varies as an aircraft
passes overhead, and this is applied to the final Metric Comparison given in S. 8.

K.3. Definition and Calculation of ANEF 

ANEF  =   EPNdB # 15  + 10 x Log (Nd+4Nn) - 88    [AS 2021 - 2000 p. 45] (3.1)

Given that  EPNdB  ~   dB(A) max +13  # 16 # 17 

ANEF   ~     dB(A), max  + 10 x Log(Nd+4Nn) - 75 (3.2)
Where Nd is the number of "daytime" flights and Nn is the number of  "nighttime" flights.

In a typical 17 hour day at KSA of such  events,   there are 12 hours in "daytime" and 5 hours at "nighttime" for the
purpose of calculating ANEF. The results   are listed in Table K.1 for dB(A), max  = 70 dB:

14 "Expanding Ways to Describe and Assess Aircraft Noise" Southgate, D. , Aked, R. , Fisher, N., & Rhynehart, G. ISBN 0
 642 42262 1 , Mar 2000 [http.www.dotars,gov.au]

15 EPNdB = Effective Perceived Noise Level in decibels
16 "Aircraft Noise in Australia"  Hede A.J. & Bullen R.B.  NAL Report No. 88 Table 8.1, p. 181 (1982)
17 Telco D. Southgate DOTARS Airport Operations  29/10/2001
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TABLE K.1 ANEF vs N70

EVENTS INTERVAL MOVEMENTS ANEF N70

PER HR Mins PER DAY dB(A) PER DAY

1 60 17 10.05 17

2 30 34 13.06 34

3 20 51 14.82 51

5 12 85 17.04 85

10 6 170 20.05 170

15 4 255 21.81 255

20 3 340 23.06 340

30 2 510 24.82 510

45 1.33 765 26.58 765

60 1 1,020 27.83 1,020

100 0.6 1,700 30.05 1,700
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K.4. Definition and Calculation of Time and Energy Averaged Equivalent Mean Sound Level Leq  
#18

By the definition of the Decibel;

dB(A) =  10 log (Ii/Io) ……………………………..……………. (4.1)
where 

 I   =    sound intensity = dP / dA;
dP =   "rate of flow of  energy" # 19 ; and

I may be given as:
I  =   Pm  / 4 π r 2   [Eq. 1.5] 

where   Pm  [point] = power of source.

For a plane wave: 

I = c E  
where 

E = "energy / unit volume of a plane wave" or Energy Density;
c =  wave velocity.

Therefore, 
E  =   I /c    …………………………………………………... (4.2)

For a series (i) of constant intensity sound pulses of duration dt (minutes) spread over a period T:

The energy average  (∑∑E *dt) / T   may be given by

E ave  = (1/c) (1/T)  ∑∑1
N Ii * dt,…………………………………… (4.3)

where 
dt = the pulse spread time, and  
N  = the number of pulse events in the defined period T.

From Eq.(4.1)
I i / I o   =  log -1  (dBi /10); and

I i =  I o  * log -1 (dBi /10) ……………………………………… (4.4)

where dBi  signifies the A-rated decibel level of the pulses, assuming each to be of constant intensity.

From Eq. (4.2) and (4.3)
Eave =  Iave /c  =  (1/c) (1/T)  ∑∑1

N Ii * dt,

where the suffix "ave"  stands for average energy and intensity, respectively.

Substituting Ii from Eq. (4.4) :
Eave =  (1/c) (1/T)  N * Io * log-1 [dBi /10] *dt………….…… (4.5)

A general formula for Leq    from a sound level pulse of dBmax imposed m times per hour for time dt  over period T can
be  obtained from :

Eave  = (Io/c) x (m x (T/60) x dt/T) x log -1 { dBmax/10}

= (Io/c) x (m x (T/60) x  dt/T) x 10  { dBmax/10}

From (4.2)   : Iave = E ave  x c

Therefore :  Iave/Io  =   (m  x  dt/60) x 10 (dBmax/10)

Therefore Leq = dB ave  =  10 log {Iave/Io}
18 P.S. Lingard & H.P. Richard 
19 Blitz J. (1967) Fundamentals of Ultrasonics, Butterworths, London, p. 15
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ie Leq = 10 log {m x   dt/60} + 10 log {10 (dBmax/10) } (4.6) # 20

Worked Example:

Assume that each pulse has maximum 70 dB(A)  noise level:
From Eq. (4.1 ) 

Ii / Io = log -1 (dBi /10) = 10 7.

For m = 40 and T= 60 minutes (i.e. 40 events per hour) and dt  = 0.5 minute [half minute pulse] 

Substituting in Eq. (4.6)
 Leq  =  10 log {m x   dt/60} + 10 log {10 (dB/10) }

10 (log {40 x0.5/60)  + 10 log {10 (70/10)}
=  -4.771 + 10 log {107}

         =  -4.771 +70  =   65.23 dB(A)

ie the resultant "time average" Leq [60 min]

Additional typical results for 70 dB(A) pulses are reproduced in Table  K.2 :

TABLE K.2 TYPICAL CALCULATIONS  OF L eq (T)

Number
per

hour m

Spread
interval
dt (min)

Leq 60  dB(A)

40 0.5 65.2
40 1 68.2
60 1 70 **

The asterisked result in the above Table confirms that the methodology is correct for the result becomes 70 dB(A)
when 100 % of  the time is occupied by noise at the maximum 70 dB(A) level.

.

20 Note: Eq. 4.6 is equivalent to Eq. (2) in Sect. 150.205 of US 14 CFR FAR Part 150 "Airport Noise
Compatibility Planning" ** where dt = 1 unit of time.  
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K.5. Definition of  "DNL" the US Day, Night Level  or Ldn  :

From US Federal Aviation Rules FAR Part 150 Chapt. C  Section   A150.305  Eq (3) :

Ldn  =  10 Log 10  [1/T { 0:00∫07:00  10 [dB(A) +10]/10  dt + 

07:00∫22:00  10 [dB(A)/10]  dt  + 

22:00 ∫24:00 10  [dB(A) + 10] /10 dt }] (5.1)

where T is the integration period (usually 24 hours).

If there are m flights per hour each producing an average noise level impact of LA  (dB(A) then the above reduces to :

L dn  = 10 log 10  [(1/T) { 7 m x 10 [LA +10]/10 dt + 

+ 15 m  x 10 [LA/10] dt + 

+   2m x 10 [LA +10]/10  dt} ] (5.2)
where dt is the average duration of the sound event.

At Sydney Airport [KSA], the "daytime" period is 15 hours [ 7:00am  - 10:00 pm] and the "night-time" period is 2
hours [10:00pm - 11:00pm and 06:00 am - 07:00 am]  with a period of 7 hours during which there should be zero
movements.      Therefore:

L dn   = 10 log 10  [  (1/T) { 7 x (o) dt 10 [LA + 10] /10   +

+  15 m dt  x 10 [LA/10]   + 

+  2 m dt x  10 [LA+10]/10 }] (5.3)

The first term is within the logarithm  goes to zero for nil events, ie:
L dn  =  10 log 10  [ m dt/T { 15 x 10 [LA/10] + 2 x 10 [LA + 10] /10}

=  10 log 10  {m dt/ T} + 10 log 10 [ 15 x  10 [LA/10] + 2  x 10 [LA + 10]/10]    (5.4)

The resulting values of DNL for various values of m are listed in Table K.3 . The blue  [dark hashed] zone in the
Table indicates the number of flights per hour which would be considered acceptable in the USA. The yellow  
[lighter hashed] band indicates the 80 per hour movement cap for KSA.

TABLE  K.3 DNL VERSUS NUMBER OF 70 dB(A) FLIGHTS PER HOUR [T = 30 seconds] # 21

X dB(A) LEVEL L max =  70dB(A)

Number of Flights 
per Hour

Resulting Ldn or DNL

2 53.86

4 56.87

6 58.63

8 59.88

10 60.85

20 63.86

30 65.62

40 66.87

50 67.84

60 68.63

80 69.88

120 71.64

 

21 Data from spreadsheet  dnlestr5.wk4/xlw and portable document file dnlestr5.pdf.
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K.6. Definition of  California's "Community Noise Exposure Level" (CNEL):

The difference between this metric and the "Day-Night-Level" or DNL is that the hours between 7:00 pm and 10:00
pm are weighted by an intermediate loading of  3 dB(A), whereas both the DNL and  CNEL have 10 dB(A) loadings
for the hours between 10:00 pm and 7:00 am.

The formula for DNL in US Federal Aviation Rules FAR Part 150 Chapt. C Section   A150.305  Eq (3) is :

L dn  =  10 Log 10  [1/T { 0:00∫07:00  10 [dB(A) +10]/10  dt + 

07:00∫22:00  10 [dB(A)/10]  dt  + 

22:00 ∫24:00 10  [dB(A) + 10] /10 dt }] (6.1)

where T is the integration period (usually 24 hours).

By analogy with this the formula for CNEL should therefore be:

L cnel  =  10 Log 10  [1/T { 0:00∫07:00  10 [dB(A) +10]/10  dt + 

07:00∫19:00  10 [dB(A)/10]  dt  + 

19:00 ∫22:00 10  [dB(A) + 3] /10 dt  +

22:00 ∫24:00 10  [dB(A) + 10] /10 dt }] (6.2)

If there are m flights per hour each producing an average noise level impact of LA  (dB(A) then Eq. (6.2) reduces to :

L cnel  = 10 log 10  [(1/T) { 7 m x 10 [LA +10]/10 dt + 

+ 12 m  x 10 [LA/10] dt + 

+   3m x 10 [LA +3]/10  dt +

+   2m x 10 [LA +10]/10  dt} ] (6.3)

where dt is the average duration of the sound event.

At Sydney Airport [KSA], the "daytime" period for CNEL is 12 hours [ 7:00am  - 7:00 pm] and the "evening period
is 3 hours [7:00pm to 10:00 pm] and the  "night-time" period is 2 hours [10:00pm - 11:00pm and 06:00 am - 07:00
am]  with a period of 7 hours during which there should be zero movements.

Therefore CNEL =  L cnel   = 10 log 10  [  (1/T) { 7 x (o) dt 10 [LA + 10] /10   +

+  12 m dt  x 10 [LA/10]   + 

+  3 m dt x  10 [LA+3]/10 

+  2 m dt x  10 [LA+10]/10 }] (6.4)

The first term is within the logarithm  goes to zero for nil events, ie:

CNEL = L cnel =  10 log 10  [ m dt/T { 12x 10 [LA/10] + 3 x 10 [LA + 3] /10 + 2 x 10 [LA + 10] /10}]

=  10 log 10  {m dt/ T} + 10 log 10 [ 12 x  10 [LA/10] +  3  x 10 [LA + 3]/10  +  2  x 10 [LA + 10]/10]    (6.5)
=======================================================================
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The resulting values of CNEL for various values of m are listed in Table K.4. The blue  [dark hashed] zone in the
Table indicates the number of flights per hour which would be have been considered acceptable in California when
this metric was employed. The yellow [lighter hashed] band indicates the 80 per hour movement cap for KSA.

TABLE K.4  N70 VERSUS CNEL # 22

X dB(A) LEVEL L max =  70dB(A)

Number of Flights 
per Hour

Resulting CNEL

2 54.21

4 57.22

6 58.98

8 60.23

10 61.2

20 64.21

30 65.97

40 67.22

50 68.19

60 68.98

80 70.23

120 71.99

22 Data from spreadsheet  cnelst3.wk4/xlw, and portable document file cnelst3.pdf.
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K.7. Correction Applied for Aircraft Fly-Over or Over-flight : 

K.7.1 AIRCRAFT FLYOVER CALCULATIONS #23

FIGURE K.1 TYPICAL  GEOMETRY OF AN AIRCRAFT FLYOVER 

Definitions:
T = Event Interval 
V = Aircraft Velocity  
h = Altitude of Aircraft  
x = Horizontal distance of aircraft from zenith at time t given by x = V(T/2 -t)t=0|

t=T/2  
r = Minimum distance of aircraft noise source at time t = r(t) given by r = √(h2 + x2)  
I  = sound intensity [ ~ (pressure)2]

Calculations:
r = √(h2 + V2 [T/2 - t] 2) …………………..………………….. (7.1)

If dBmax = 70 dB(A)  =  10 log(Ip(h) / Io) where I is the sound "intensity"  (~ pressure 2)

dBEng = 112 dB(A)  [AS2021 for 747-200]    = 10 log (IEng / Io)  = dBEng                                             

Where subscript Eng means origin of sound is at the aircraft engines.

I p(h) / Io   = 10 (dBmax / 10) ……………………………................. (7.2)

Where I = sound intensity [ ~ (pressure) 2]; and p is a point of observation; dBmax is the maximum measured noise
level in dB(A) on the ground.

IEng /I o   = 10 (dBEng/10) ……………………………................. (7.3)

Where I = sound intensity [ ~ (pressure) 2]; dBeng is the maximum measured noise level at the engine in dB(A) .

Now    Ip(h)      = kIEng /(h
2)    [Inverse square law] …………...........……. (7.4)

23 By P.S. Lingard  & H.P. Richard
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where k is a scaling constant, or constant of proportionality,  which will vary with the units of altitude measurement
employed.

For a given maximum sound level at the observation point, p:

Ip(h) / IEng  = kh-2    =  10 (dBmax / 10) / 10 (dBEng / 10 )  =  10 {dBmax / 10 – dBEng / 10}

Boundary conditions  for straight overhead position:

For  dBmax = 70  & dBEng   = 112  [747 -200];

Berglund et al (1995) show that if there are four similar sources then one must add 3 dB(A) per additional source, i.e.
9 dB(A) to the amount of the original source. 

Thus dBAC (where subscript AC stands for aircraft) in the case of the 747-200 would equal  112 + 9 = 121 dB(A).

Therefore:  kh -2     =  10 [ 7 - 12.1 ]   =   10 - 5.1 ………………………. (7.5)

Thus if  a four-engined aircraft registering 112 dB(A) per engine at source produces a maximum sound level of 70
dB(A) at the observation point , p, when the aircraft is at 1000 m [3281 feet];

 k (Imperial)  = h 2  x 10 - 5.1   =   (3,280.8)2  x 10 - 5.1   = 85.50 ………. (7.5.1)

 k (Metric)   = h 2  x 10 - 5.1   =    10 6 x 10 - 5.1  = 7.94         (7.5.2)

Generally, for an aircraft approaching or leaving the point vertically above the point of observation [zenith]:

Ip(r) =  k IAC r 
-2   ……………………………………………………. (7.6)

Therefore : r -2   = (1/k) x 10 {dB(r) / 10  –  dBAC / 10} ;   

As shown above, for a  747-200 this is  (1/k) x 10 {dB(r) / 10 - 12.1}

Therefore : dB(r)/ 10 =  12.1 +  log (kr -2)  =  12.1 + log k - logr2 (7.7)

For this aircraft in imperial distance units,   k = 85.50 ; log k = 1.93; (7.7.1)

For this aircraft in metric distance units,  k = 7.94; log k =  0.90. (7.7.2)

Time Average  Sound Level at Observation Point during flyover: 

Substituting for r in Eqn. (7.7)  from Eqn (7.1), and interpolating for time:

dB(t) /10 = dB(r) /10 =  12.1 + log k - log{h2    + V2 [T/2 - t ] 2 }

Therefore: dB(t) = 121 + 10 log k - 10 log{h2    + V2 [T/2 - t ] 2 } (7.8)

Average Intensity over T/2:

Iave (T/2) = 1/T ∫o
T/2  10 {dB(t) / 10} *dt 

Average Intensity over T: Iave (T) = 2/T ∫o
T/2   10 {12.1+log k – log [h^2   + V ^2  (T/2 - t) ^2} 

* dt  

Average Sound Level in Decibels during flyover:

dBave   = 10 log(Iave / I o )

Checksum for directly overhead position: h  = 1 km = 1000m, then k  =7.94

For a sound level at ground level of 70 dB(A) max
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Ip(h) / Io  = 10 7

IAC  =  (h 
2 / k) Ip(h) = (h 

2 / k) Ipmax   =  (h 
2 / k) x I o x 10 7

Generally dBAC  = 10 log{ h 2 x 10 (dBmax /10) } - 10 log k

For h = 1000 m and dBmax = 70, then : IAC  = 106 x Io x 107 / 7.94   =     1013 x Io/ 7.94; 

Calculating back to the noise level at the aircraft:

dBAC   = 10 log{IAC / I o } = 10 log{1013 / 7.94}    =  121 db(A) (7.9)

For Average dB(A) and dB ave  for various situations [e.g. V = 300 km/hr =  83.3  m/s] see Table  K.5 [flyovers.pdf ]

K.7.2 Example of  Computed Data : 

K.7.2.1 TABLE OF JET NOISE APPROACH AND DEPARTURE TIME COURSE PROFILE  

The data in Table K.5 are calculated using the corrected formula for dB(t) including an inverse-square law constant
k.  The sound level data is normalised for 70 dB(A) max at 1000 m with the constant of proportionality k, using the
formula: 

dB(t) = dBEng  +10 log k - 10x log{h2 + v2 [T/2 - t]2}    (7.10)

For a 747 - 200 at 4.5 km from take-off roll,  dBEng = 112 [AS2021-1994, Table 3.6]  for each engine.

Adding  three sources [for one (1) plus three (3) [ = four (4) ] engines at 3dB(A) per source [Berglund et al (1995)
Table 1 p. 25], we obtain:

dB(t) = 112+9 +10 log k  - 10x log{h2 + v2 [T/2 - t]2} (7.11)

For V = 300 km /hr, a reasonable takeoff flying speed, V = 300,000 m/hr  ie  83.33     m/s

From Eqn. 7.5.2 (above)  k = 7.94  for h = 1 km  or   1000m.

P.T.O.

.
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TABLE K.5  JET NOISE FLYOVER NOISE TIME COURSE PROFILE  
Resultant Calculated Instant Lmax  dB(A) Calculated Instant Intensity  

Altitude
of Flyover

H=1000m H=500m H=304m H=152m H=1000m
or 3281 FT

H=500m
or 1640 FT

H=304m
or 1000  FT 

H=152m
or 500 FT

3281 FT 1640 FT 1000 FT 500 FT 30 s flyover 30 s flyover 30 s flyover 30 s flyover

t [seconds] dB(t) dB(t) dB(t) dB(t) '10^(dB(t)/10) '10^(dB(t)/10) '10^(dB(t)/10) '10^(dB(t)/10)

1 66.27 67.93 68.38 68.59 4,235,497 6,208,527 6,882,128 7,227,009

2 66.63 68.47 68.98 69.22 4,600,725 7,026,120 7,901,320 8,359,312

3 66.99 69.03 69.62 69.9 4,999,933 8,001,814 9,156,944 9,777,783

4 67.35 69.63 70.3 70.64 5,433,701 9,173,840 10,724,930 11,586,595

5 67.71 70.25 71.04 71.44 5,901,135 10,590,088 12,712,456 13,941,374

6 68.06 70.9 71.84 72.33 6,399,198 12,309,423 15,273,317 17,082,454

7 68.4 71.58 72.7 73.3 6,921,920 14,401,422 18,631,455 21,395,587

8 68.73 72.29 73.64 74.4 7,459,572 16,941,988 23,116,023 27,528,513

9 69.03 73.01 74.66 75.64 7,997,974 19,999,734 29,209,232 36,627,775

10 69.3 73.73 75.75 77.06 8,518,197 23,604,540 37,594,244 50,849,824

11 69.54 74.42 76.91 78.72 8,997,001 27,687,679 49,134,655 74,525,818

12 69.74 75.05 78.1 80.68 9,408,318 31,991,895 64,545,266 116,836,929

13 69.88 75.56 79.2 82.93 9,725,919 35,988,002 83,179,978 196,538,621

14 69.97 75.9 80.03 85.22 9,926,986 38,903,678 100,607,708 332,719,914

15 70 76.02 80.34 86.36 9,995,868 39,983,471 108,161,658 432,646,631

16 69.97 75.9 80.03 85.22 9,926,986 38,903,678 100,607,708 332,719,914

17 69.88 75.56 79.2 82.93 9,725,919 35,988,002 83,179,978 196,538,621

18 69.74 75.05 78.1 80.68 9,408,318 31,991,895 64,545,266 116,836,929

19 69.54 74.42 76.91 78.72 8,997,001 27,687,679 49,134,655 74,525,818

20 69.3 73.73 75.75 77.06 8,518,197 23,604,540 37,594,244 50,849,824

21 69.03 73.01 74.66 75.64 7,997,974 19,999,734 29,209,232 3,662,775

22 68.73 72.29 73.64 74.4 7,459,572 16,941,988 23,116,023 27,528,513

23 68.4 71.58 72.7 73.3 6,921,920 14,401,422 18,631,455 21,395,587

24 68.06 70.9 71.84 72.33 6,399,198 12,309,423 15,273,317 17,082,454

25 67.71 70.25 71.04 71.44 5,901,135 10,590,088 12,712,456 13,941,374

26 67.35 69.63 70.3 70.64 5,433,701 9,173,840 10,724,930 11,586,595

27 66.99 69.03 69.62 69.9 4,999,933 8,001,814 9,156,944 9,777,783

28 66.63 68.47 68.98 69.22 4,600,725 7,026,120 7,901,320 8,359,312

29 66.27 67.93 68.38 68.59 4,235,497 6,208,527 6,882,128 7,227,009

30 65.91 67.42 67.81 68 3,902,730 5,518,767 6,044,671 6,309,112

SUMMARY TABLES:
TIME AVERAGED SOUND LEVEL IN dB(A) || TIME AVERAGED SUM OF INTENSITIES

dB(A) dB(A) dB(A) dB(A) Cumulative
Energy

Cumulative
Energy

Cumulative
Energy

Cumulative
Energy

TIME
AVERAGES

68.55 72.8 75.45 78.83 7,165,024.92 19,038,657.86 35,051,521.32 76,298,358.64

Note 1 :  Although the  Time Averaged Energy per event, above  show lower dB(A) values than the  Maximum dB(A) for the
event, Hede & Bullen # 24   showed that in many cases the measured variation  is very much less - at the most about 2-3 dB(A).   
For some aircraft it was shown that the noise reduces with distance from the zenith point and for others it stays the same [eg.
B747], and it may actually be greater [eg. DC10] .

24 "Aircraft Noise in Australia" NAL Report No. 88,  Chapt 4, Figs. 4.2 - 4.3 , 1982
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Calculation of estimated Source Noise  for Engines outputting dB(Eng) in dB(A).

A reality check for the above derivations and results can be made by back-calculating the Aircraft Engine noise in
dB(A) assuming a constant Lmax  of  70 dB(A) on the ground for different altitudes in the formula (Eq. 7.9):

dBEng = 10 log(Ia/Io)  = 10 log [h2 x 107]-10 log k  = 10 log h2 + 10 log 107 -10 log k 

The results are  listed in the following Table:

TABLE  K.6 L max (Engines) 

Est Source  
Noise

h (m) h (FEET) dBEng

152 500 104.64

304 1,000 110.66

500 1,640 114.98

1,000 3,281  121.00**

Note that the dBEng result for the selected aircraft [B747-200] at 1000m is 121 dB(A) [=  112 + 3 x 3 from Eq. 7.5.2],
which corresponds to the figure in Table K.6 , above.

K.8. SUMMARY TABLE OF  METRIC COMPARISONS: 

In Table K.7 (below )   it is assumed that the sound level  L max  is 70 dB(A), each flyover lasts 30 seconds, and the
time average dB(A) used for computing each metric [excepting ANEF & N70] is obtained from the outcome in Table
K.5  (Section K.7.2.1) , ie 68.55 dB(A). 

TABLE K.7 COMPARISON OF METRICS MAXIMUM SOUND LEVEL 70 dB(A) 
[anefdnl4.wk4]

EVENTS 
PER HR 

INTERVAL
Mins

MOVEMENTS
PER DAY

ANEF N70 DNL *** CNEL LA eq [1
hour]

LA eq [15
min]

dB(A) PER DAY N> 65 N>65  n>45 #1

2 30 34 13.06 34 52.41 52.76 50.77 50.77

4 15 68 16.07 68 55.42 55.77 53.78 53.78

6 10 102 17.83 102 57.18 57.53 55.54 55.54

8 7.5 136 19.08 136 58.43 58.78 56.79 56.79

10 6 170 20.05 170 59.4 59.75 57.76 57.76

20 3 340 23.06 340 62.41 62.76 60.77 60.77

30 2 510 24.82 510 64.17 64.52 62.53 62.53

40 1.5 680 26.07 680 65.42 65.77 63.78 63.78

50 1.2 850 27.04 850 66.39 66.74 64.75 64.75

60 1 1,020 27.83 1,020 67.18 67.53 65.54 65.54

80 0.75 1,360 29.08 1,360 68.43 68.78 66.79 66.79

120 0.5 2,040 30.84 2,040 70.19 70.54 68.55 68.55
1#1 All
Unacceptabl
e at night per
NSW EPA &
WHO

Notes:
1. dB(A) max per event 70.00 dB(A)
2. Time Average dB(A) per event ** 68.55 dB(A)
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ANEF /N70 RELATIONSHIP FOR 80 dB(A) Events

As it has been suggested by The Department of Transport [DOTARs] #25 that the parameter "N(70)" be employed for
the purposes of "communicating noise information" more realistically to affected residents, Table   K.8 shows
the effect of increasing the flyover maximum decibel level from 70 to  80 dB(A) on both the N70 and ANEF for the
hypothetical  constant maximum overflight model employed above. 

TABLE K.8 ANEF & N70 FOR MAXIMUM 80 dB(A) FLYOVERS:
[anefn70.wk4]

EVENTS PER
HR 

INTERVAL Mins MOVEMENTS
PER DAY

ANEF dB(A) N70 PER DAY

1 60 17 20.05 17

2 30 34 23.06 34

3 20 51 24.82 51

5 12 85 27.04 85

10 6 170 30.05 170

15 4 255 31.81 255

20 3 340 33.06 340

30 2 510 34.82 510

45 1.33 765 36.58 765

60 1 1,020 37.83 1,020

100 0.6 1,700 40.05 1,700

It should be noted that while the N70 remains the same as in Table X6.2.4 -8.1 for the same number of events per
hour, the ANEF increases significantly, ie from 20 dB(A) for ten(10) events per hour at 70 dB(A) max,  to 30.05
dB(A)  for ten(10) events per hour at 80 dB(A) max. 

This illustrates the dangerous potential  of the N70 to further mislead residents [whether currently residing or
potentially purchasing] into a false sense of security through the use of the N70 parameter as a means of
communicating aircraft noise levels to the public, unless qualified by reference to the incidence of all events from 70
dB(A) and above. 

Leq   and ANEF Variation With Different Levels of Maximum Ground Noise: 

To further Facilitate comparisons, the values of Leq  and ANEF for sequence of overflights of different constant
maximum decibel levels are shown in Figures K.9 & K.10 respectively.

P.T.O.

25 "Expanding Ways to Describe and Assess Aircraft Noise, DOTARS March 2000, D. Southgate et al.
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TABLE K.9 COMPARISON OF Leq   FOR VARIOUS MAXIMUM GROUND NOISE LEVELS

dB(A) max 50dB(A) 55dB(A) 60dB(A) 65dB(A) 70dB(A) 80dB(A)

EVENTS
PER HR 

N{Db(A)}
PER DAY

LA eq
[15 min]

LA eq
[15 min]

LA eq
[15 min]

LA eq
[15 min]

LA eq
[15 min]

LA eq
[15 min]

(= N70 for >
=70dB(A)

2 34 30.77 35.77 40.77 45.77 50.77 60.77

4 68 33.78 38.78 43.78 48.78 53.78 63.78

6 102 35.54 40.54 45.54 50.54 55.54 65.54

8 136 36.79 41.79 46.79 51.79 56.79 66.79

10 170 37.76 42.76 47.76 52.76 57.76 67.76

20 340 40.77 45.77 50.77 55.77 60.77 70.77

30 510 42.53 47.53 52.53 57.53 62.53 72.53

40 680 43.78 48.78 53.78 58.78 63.78 73.78

50 850 44.75 49.75 54.75 59.75 64.75 74.75

60 1,020 45.54 50.54 55.54 60.54 65.54 75.54

80 1,360 46.79 51.79 56.79 61.79 66.79 76.79

120 2,040 48.55 53.55 58.55 63.55 68.55 78.55

TABLE K.10  COMPARISON OF ANEF FOR VARIOUS MAXIMUM GROUND NOISE LEVELS

dB(A) max 50dB(A) 55dB(A) 60dB(A) 65dB(A) 70dB(A) 80dB(A)

EVENTS
PER HR 

N{Db(A)}
PER DAY

ANEF ANEF ANEF ANEF ANEF ANEF

(= N70 for >
=70dB(A)

2 34 -6.94 -1.94 3.06 8.06 13.06 23.06

4 68 -3.93 1.07 6.07 11.07 16.07 26.07

6 102 -2.17 2.83 7.83 12.83 17.83 27.83

8 136 -0.92 4.08 9.08 14.08 19.08 29.08

10 170 0.05 5.05 10.05 15.05 20.05 30.05

20 340 3.06 8.06 13.06 18.06 23.06 33.06

30 510 4.82 9.82 14.82 19.82 24.82 34.82

40 680 6.07 11.07 16.07 21.07 26.07 36.07

50 850 7.04 12.04 17.04 22.04 27.04 37.04

60 1,020 7.83 12.83 17.83 22.83 27.83 37.83

80 1,360 9.08 14.08 19.08 24.08 29.08 39.08

120 2,040 10.84 15.84 20.84 25.84 30.84 40.84

END
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APPENDIX  L NOISE ABATEMENT PRACTICE AT OVERSEAS AIRPORTS # 26

Introduction:
This section is included for the purpose of answering  the question: "What noise abatement procedures and/or
regulations are in place at similar airports around the world?"  

We surveyed published airport noise abatement procedures, curfews and noise policies for 59 well-established
airports in the "western" and "neo-western" world.  The original data on "Noise Abatement Regulations" is
conveniently collected together in one place by aircraft manufacturer Boeing#27.  

The survey  shows that airports may be divided into approximately geographical groupings based on whether flight
path altitude and "attitude", or "noise impact control" is employed primarily for the purpose of  noise abatement.  In
some cases a combination of control elements is in use (ie Noise abatement flight paths & noise level control - with
or without penalties). In others, penalties are invoked for breaches of either flight path conformity, or for exceeding
regulation noise impacts either on a case by case basis, or by way of generalised noise taxes and surcharges. 

While some of the penalties are significant [ie. $25000 at KSA for failure to follow set allocated flight  tracks;  
$5000 at Washington National for breach of a 72 max dB(A) departure noise level],  others however are merely
nominal.  Typical surcharges are expressed either "per tonne" or "per aircraft type" and apply  mainly at European &
 British airports. In addition to a surcharge at French airports [eg. Le Bourget, Paris, & Marseille] fines of up to
FF80,000 per airline and FF10,000 per pilot may additionally be imposed for breaches of noise procedures. 

L.1. Noise Abatement Operating Procedures:

L.1.1 The ICAO-A & B Noise Abatement Procedures # 28:
The most commonly recognised of these are those published by the International  Civil Aviation Organisation
[ICAO] known as ICAO-A and ICAO-B.  ICAO-A requires an initial climb to 1500 ft after takeoff and before
reducing thrust and thus permitting turns to be made to facilitate noise spreading. ICAO-B has a corresponding initial
climb procedure to 1000 ft.  ICAO-A is stated to be suitable for minimising noise impacts further away from the
airport, while ICAO-B is said to be designed for minimising impacts closer to the airport runway.

L.1.2 The  FAA "Advisory Circular AC 91-53A" Procedures # 29: 
These were developed independently by the US Federal Aviation Administration which regulates air safety and flight
path procedures in the United States.  There are two published so-called NADP's or "Noise Abatement Departure
Profiles", namely the "Close-in Community Profile" and the "Distant Community Profile".

Both profiles mandate thrust reductions at no less than 800 feet, the only discernible difference between the protocols
being that in the "close-in" profile thrust cutback is initiated prior to flap or slats retraction, whereas in the "distant"  
profile initial thrust cutback is initiated after flap or slats retraction has taken place.

It is claimed by FAA that these profiles significantly benefit  residents under  flight paths in the two area categories,
although to the amateur they appear almost indistinguishable. Following flap retraction and thrust reduction in both
cases the profiles mandate a thrust setting enabling a slow altitude gain to 3000 ft, and thereafter to an "enroute climb
configuration".

L.1.3 Specific Aircraft Manufacturer Noise Abatement Procedures:
It is possible that these are numerous, but access has been provided to instructions for the Boeing 747 (-100, -200 &
-SP) which show that a minimum initial climb to 1000 ft is recommended  at V2 +  10k  at 15 degrees climbing at 15
degrees to the horizontal.  After 1000 ft the pitch angle is reduced and flaps are retracted with acceleration to V2 + 80
k  at from 500 -1000 ft/ minute, until 3000 foot is reached, after which the plane should accelerate to cruising altitude
at 250 knots ( ie 470 km /hr).

L.1.4 New ICAO [post-1/11/2001] Procedures (Replacing ICAO-A & -B):
Two "Noise Abatement Departure Procedures" [NADPs] are now suggested by ICAO in place of the former
ICAO-A & -B #30  . Both require that noise abatement procedures should not be initiated at less than 800 feet.  The
first (NADP 1)  is designed to facilitate noise reduction for noise sensitive areas close to the airport, while NADP 2
is designed for noise reduction in areas more distant from the airport.  The procedures are intended to be developed

26 Research by P.S. Lingard
27 See http://www.boeing.com/commercial/noise
28 ICAO Procedures for Air Navigation Services "Aircraft Operations" DOC 8168 Part V Chapt 3
29 Federal Aviation Adnministration (USA) , Noise Abatement Departure Profiles, AC 91-53A, 22/7/1993
30 ICAO PANS-OPS Doc. 8168 Vol. 1 "Aircraft Operations - Flight Procedures" ; Part V Chapt 3 Appendix
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"by the operator for each aeroplane type and agreed to by the State of the Operator 31 .

L.1.4.1 ICAO NADP 1 :
This requires a power reduction "at or above" the "prescribed minimum altitude" [ca. 3000 ft] , and delay of flap/slat
retraction until a prescribed maximum altitude has been attained at V2 + (10-20) kt, whereupon  flaps are retracted
and normal climb speed is resumed. In Australia this corresponds to the Australian AIP ENR 1.5 Para 11.1.7
procedure, where the initial "minimum" altitude is stated to be 1000 feet. 

L.1.4.2 ICAO NADP 2:
This requires power reduction and retraction of flaps/slats at the "minimum prescribed altitude"  [eg. min. 800 ft] ,
with an initial climb speed of V2 + (10 -  20) kt.  The aircraft body angle is decreased at the minimum altitude, with a
positive rate of climb maintained at V zf + (10-20)  kt. After 3000 ft (the "maximum prescribed altitude" )  the aircraft
should  transitioned to normal en-route climb.  In Australia this corresponds to the AIP ENR 1.5 Para 11.1.6
procedure where the initial "minimum" altitude is stated to be 1500 feet.  This was formerly known as  ICAO-A.

L.2. Noise Abatement Takeoff Flight Path Control:

Among  airports using  noise abatement take-off flight paths, there are basically three  subgroups: 
(i) Those mandating ICAO-A takeoff profiles or similar (19/59 airports); 
(ii) Those mandating significantly better profiles than ICAO -A . Better being defined

here as mandating greater commencing ascent gradient targets  than ICAO -A (10/59 airports);  & 
(iii) Those mandating compliance with a standard "inferior" to ICAO-A (8/59),  eg. FAA AC91-53A.

L.2.1 ICAO-A or Similar Noise Abatement:
Table L.2.1 lists those airports out of the 59 requiring conformity to ICAO-A or similar 

TABLE L.2.1  AIRPORT GROUP (i) -  ICAO-A OR SIMILAR  (/< 1500ft) 

AIRPORT COUNTRY DEPARTURE
CLIMBOUT  
ALTITUDE 

NOISE PENALTY
OR SURCHARGE
(Y/N)?

NOISE QUOTA
(Y/N)

Melbourne Australia AIP 1500 ft N N

Belfast IRELAND 500, 1500, -3000 N N

Dublin Ireland 1500,3000 N N

Glasgow UK 1,500 Y N

Schiphol/Amsterdam Netherland Surcharge/ tonne N

Ostende Belgium 1500,3000 Surcharge N

Stuttgart Germany Surcharge/ Noise Cat N

Koln/Bonn Germany 1,500

Berlin/Tegel Germany 1500,3000 Surcharge/ tonne N

Berlin/Tempelhof Germany 1,500 Surcharge/ tonne N

Lyon-Satolas France 1500,3000 Surcharge & Tax N

Orly Paris France 1500,3000 Y Y

Degaulle  Paris France 1500,3000;   Min Dep
Grad 6.5 degrees (10%)  ;
Nil Chapt 2; 

Y Y

Cape Town S. Africa 1500,3000 N N

Durban S. Africa 1500,3000 N N

Johannesburg S. Africa 1500,3000 N N

Regina Sask Canada 1500,3000 N N

San Franscisco USA 800, 1500 Y N

Washington -National USA 1500 + 500 fpm + 
reduced power from
2-10nm DME

Y N

Narita Tokyo Japan 1500,3000 N N

Bengurion Tel Aviv Israel 1500,3000 N N

31 ICAO PANS-OPS Doc. 8168 Vol. 1 "Aircraft Operations - Flight Procedures" ; Part V Chapt 3.3. 
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L.2.2 Better than ICAO-A  Noise Abatement:
Table L.2.2 lists those airports offering better than ICAO-A protection:

TABLE L.2.2  AIRPORT GROUP (ii)  BETTER THAN ICAO-A 

AIRPORT COUNTRY DEPARTURE
CLIMBOUT
ALTITUDE 

NOISE PENALTY
(Y/N)?

NOISE QUOTA
(Y/N)

Canberra Australia 4500 N N

Brisbane Australia 5,000 N N

Bristol UK 3,000 N Y (depends on a/c)

Athens Greece 3,000 N None

Brussels Belgium 1700,3200 Surcharge Night

Liege Belgium 2100,3600 Y N

Calgary Canada 6500 (Ch. 2) N N

Oslo (Gardermoen) Norway 3,700  

Helsinki Finland 2,000 Surcharge(Night) N

Chicago (OHare) USA 3000 OR SID N N

Indianapolis USA 800 (AC91-53);  2500
(optional)

N N

Seattle SeaTac USA 3000,4000 (Rwy) N N

Nagoya  ?? Japan "Steepest Climb" Surcharge N

Osaka ?? Japan "Steepest Climb" N N

L.2.3 Lesser Standard than ICAO-A Noise Abatement:
Table L.2.3 lists those airports requiring a lesser initial climb standard than ICAO-A.

TABLE L.2.3  AIRPORT GROUP  (iii)  INFERIOR TO ICAO-A

AIRPORT COUNTRY DEPARTURE
CLIMBOUT
ALTITUDE 

NOISE PENALTY
(Y/N)?

NOISE QUOTA  
(Y/N)

Auckland NZ 500, 2000, 3000 N N

Sydney Australia Nom ICAO-A but SIDs
500, 600, 800, 1000,
1500

Y N

Bournemouth UK 1,000 N N

Heathrow UK 1,000 Y + Surcharge N

Liverpool UK 500/ 1000 N N

Manchester UK 1000+ 500FT/MIN Y (+ Track penalty) N

Indianapolis USA 800, 2500 (optional) N N

Minneapolis-St
Paul

USA 800 Surcharge N

Changi Singapore Y,  Unspecified SIDs N N

Fiumicino Rome Italy Nil Runway Spec Y N

It is the SACF Inc position that the FAA's AC91-53A (see 1.2 above) is inherently less suitable for noise abatement
purposes than ICAO-A or -B, due primarily to its requirement of a lower thrust reduction altitude [800ft  cf. 1000 ft
for ICAO -B],  and the finding at many overseas airports that the faster a jet aircraft reaches above 4-5000 feet the
less serious will be the generalised ground noise impact. This finding was confirmed in the Sydney Government
SACF sponsored ICAO-A tests carried out in 1998, when it was found that noise levels over the east and north west
were perceptibly less with ICAO-A than with the pre-existing position.   In the USA, several airports report (eg.
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Raleigh Durham; Indianapolis) a community   preference for higher altitude initial climb targets, but owing to FAA
and airline influence were forced to resort to those of AC91-53A. 

Some,  Scandinavian, European and even North American Airports have adopted a "better than ICAO-A" position,
initial climb  altitudes specified varying from   1700 - 6500 ft. Although in a minority of those studied, certain US
airports have  "better than ICAO" initial climb targets, these being  Seattle /Tacoma -SeaTac (at 3000 ft), Chicago
O'Hare (at 3000 ft) , the highest target being  that at Calgary in Canada at 6500ft.  Bristol (UK) and Athens (Greece)
tie with a specified climb out altitude of  3000 ft, while the majority of European airports comply with ICAO-A and
those in Britain with ICAO -B. A former San Franscisco NADP requiring a climb to 6000 feet [Quiet Two] for
departures east over residential areas, appears more recently to have been changed to an "either ICAO-A or
AC91-53A" position. 

Even within Australia, Canberra, Melbourne and Brisbane have better noise abatement climb procedures than those
operated at Sydney Kingsford Smith Airport.

Of thirty-three (33) of the 52 surveyed   airports prescribing specific noise abatement flight paths,  eight (8)  also
impose a penalty or quota system on flights  deviating from specified paths or noise limits, and ten (10) impose a
surcharge. Penalties are not generally imposed where a surcharge is routinely levied.

L.3. No Flight Path Climb Procedure Control

Nine (9) out of the fifty -nine (59) airports studied  had  apparently no noise abatement protocols at all and of  these
five (5) relied on imposing a noise surcharge and/or noise tax [5/59 airports - See Table L.3], although these were not
the only airports imposing such a tax.

TABLE L.3 AIRPORT GROUP (iv) NO CLIMB PROCEDURE SPECIFIED

AIRPORT COUNTRY DEPARTURE
CLIMBOUT
 ALTITUDE 

NOISE PENALTY
(Y/N)?

NOISE QUOTA
(Y/N)

Edinburgh UK NS # 1 N N

Leeds/Bradford UK NS N N

Rotterdam Netherland NS Surcharge+ Tax/tonne N

Frankfurt Germany NS Surcharge /tonne &
type

N

Munich Germany NS Surcharge/ AC type N

LeBourget/Paris France NS Y+Surcharge/tonne N

Marseille France NS Surcharge & Tax N

Lapeenranta Finland NS N N

Raleigh *** NC USA NS N N

Fiumicino Rome Italy N Y  + Surcharge /tonne  
500,000-20,000,000L,
for breach  of procs

N

1 NS = Not specified
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L.4. Minimum City Overflight Altitudes:

Some cities (mainly in Scandinavia and New Zealand) prescribe minimum altitudes for the overflight of cities,
although none apply a penalty for failure to comply. Even Canberra, Brisbane and Melbourne (Tullamarine) impose
noise critical altitudes for residential areas of from 3000 - 7000ft.    
Table L.4.1  lists some examples of these requirements from the 59 airports surveyed.

TABLE L.4.1 MINIMUM ALTITUDE OVER CITY 

AIRPORT COUNTRY ALTITUDE
OVER CITY

DEPARTURE
CLIMBOUT
ALTITUDE 

NOISE
PENALTY (Y/N)?

NOISE QUOTA
(Y/N)

Brisbane Australia 3000 min , 5000 5000 (over
residential

N N

Canberra Australia 7000 (jet); 5000ft
(non jet)

4,500 N N

Melbourne Australia 5000 (jet) ,
3000(non jet)

AIP NADP

Auckland NZ 5,000 500, 2000, 3000 N N

Sydney Australia 1000 CASA min ;
1500-3000 norm
for 20-30km

Nom ICAO-A but
SIDs at  
500,600,800,
1000,1500

Surcharge/
passenger

N

Oslo
(Gardermoen)

Norway 4000-5000 3,700 Surcharge/tonne N

Helsinki Finland 2,000 2,000 Surcharge(Night)

Lapeeranta Finland 2,000  N N

Athens Greece Adv . Never/ 3000
min

3,000 N N

Brussels Belgium Avoid city! 1700,3200 Surcharge Night

In Australia the standard  CASA "minimum" for safe aircraft overflying cities of 1000 ft is a disgrace, though in
fairness it does not purport to represent a noise abatement criterion.  However,  Brisbane Canberra and Melbourne all
have minimum noise critical altitudes for residential areas which put Sydney Airport to shame. In this regard,
Canberra excels with a noise critical altitude for jets over the city of 7000 ft.  Finnish Airports with an overflight
altitude of 2000 ft set a better example, while Auckland (NZ) at 5000 ft, and Oslo-Gardermoen at 4000-5000 ft
excel.
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L.5. Noise Impact Penalty Control Group :

A list of airports imposing penalties for breaches of either noise limits, or for failure to comply with noise abatement
flight paths is provided in Table L.5.

TABLE L.5  AIRPORTS IMPOSING NOISE ABATEMENT PENALTIES

AIRPORT COUNTRY NOISE
PENALTY
(Y/N)?

PENALTY
AMOUNT

NOISE LEVEL
+UNITS

NOISE
BOUNDARY
LEVELS &
UNITS

NAB
PROC
(Y/N)

Sydney Australia Y $25,000.00 For breach of
procedures

25ANEF Y

Glasgow UK Y £250.00 > 110/102
EPNdB(d/n)

97DB(A)[d] &
89dB(A) [n]

Y

Heathrow UK Y £900.00 > Lmax 94 (d) 87
(n) dBA

87[n]-94[d]
dB(A)

Y

Manchester UK Y (+ Track
penalty)

£500.00 >105/100
EPNdB (d/n) at
3.5nm plus £150/
1 EPNdB 

 Y

LeBourget/Paris France Y+Surcharge/
tonne

FF80,000 [a/l] &
10000 [pilot]

For breach of
procedures

Y

Orly Paris France Y+Surcharge/ton
ne & Noise  Tax

E180 + 8/t  
FF80,000 / al &
FF10,000 / pilot

Y

Degaulle  Paris France Y+Surcharge/ton
ne & Tax

FF80,000 / al &
FF10,000 / pilot

Global Noise ref.
1998

Y

Liege Belgium Y 200-7500E > 77[n]-87 [d]
dB(A)
LAeq,1s,max

Y

Fiumicino Rome Italy Y  + Surcharge
/tonne

500,000-20,000,0
00L, for breach  
of procs

Ldn related N

Washington
-National 

USA Y $5,000.00 > 72(dep) &
85(arr) dB(A)

Y

John F Kennedy USA Y $250
>115EPNdB

Y

La Guardia USA Y $0  - Letter >  112PNDdB Y ?

Logan Boston USA Y $50 -
$500+$100/d

> 74 dBA (dep);
78 dBA (arr) +
NPSI limit

Y 

Newark NJ USA Y $0 Letter > 112PNDdB Y

San Franscisco USA Y (1) Letter; (2)
$1000; (3)
$2000; (4) $3000

For Breach of
NAB procedures
ICAO-A &
AC91-53A

Y

Some airports have seemingly quite strict regulations requiring conformity to noise impact guidelines for flight paths
over residents, and can impose significant penalties [Eg.. Boston Logan,  $50-$500 > 70 dB(A) for departures; 78
dB(A) for arrivals].  However, in many cases where penalties are in force,  the requirement is far too easy to meet
[Eg. Manchester UK, £500.00 >  105/100EPNdB at 3.5 n. mi # 32].   It is interesting to note that in the USA it is
Washington National (Reagan) airport which has the highest individual penalty for breach of the lowest noise limits
[$US 5000 > 72(d) & 85(a) dB(A)]. One may comment that at least the politicians of federal  America know how to
look after themselves when they are directly affected by aircraft noise.

32 EPNdB = "Estimated Perceived Noise in  dB" which is the LA max + (approx) 13 dB. 
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Sydney (KSA) Airport publishes a particularly strict penalty for breaches of flight path corridors and/or instructions
[$25,000], but has no regulations governing noise impacts on the ground, and no data are available of the provision
being enforced. Some US airports impose an incrementing scale of charges, increasing with the number of breaches
of noise levels (eg. Boston Logan) or procedure failures  (eg. San Franscisco), sometimes commencing with a
cautionary note.  At San Franscisco, the penalties start with a letter [1st breach] , then $1000.00 [2nd], $2000.00
[3rd] and so-on.

L.6. Noise Abatement Surcharge Regimes:

Table  L.6.1 lists those airports which, in lieu of a specific noise penalty,  impose a standard noise surcharge or noise
tax which it is claimed by some is applied to local noise insulation programs in suburbs around the airport.

The surcharges imposed are  frequently based on "MTOW" or maximum  take-off weight in tonnes for the aircraft
concerned, but often there is an additional component determined by the aircraft type and intrinsic noise rating.
Sometimes, however, the charge can be based on aircraft type alone [ eg.  See Stuttgart, Munich]. 

Jet Aircraft are divided by ICAO into groups determined by  their Effective Perceived Noise Level in Decibels
[EPNdB] with engines running in various situations [eg. noise immediately below,  sideline etc]#33.   In this scale,
so-called "Chapt. 2"  jet aircraft are currently the most inherently noisy, and although some have been fitted with
"hush-kits", they are still considered inferior to the less noisy,  more recently introduced,   aircraft which are assigned
to Chapts. 3 & 4 respectively.  

Most European Airports have banned flights by ICAO- Annex 16 Chapt 2. jet aircraft, and only Chapt. 3 or better by
noise rating are permitted to use the airports, as did Australia from 22/3/2002.    At at least one airport (Schiphol)
even Chapt. 3 aircraft are prohibited for landing or takeoff in the evening or night  if the engine bypass ratio differs
from a prescribed threshold.

TABLE L.6.1  AIRPORTS IMPOSING A NOISE SURCHARGE AND/OR NOISE TAX  

AIRPORT COUNTRY NOISE
SURCHARGE  
(Y/N)?

AMOUNT NAB
PROC
(Y/N)

Sydney Australia Y ca. $10 /passenger Y

Heathrow UK Surcharge / aircraft type &
weight

up to £900 / >50
tonnes

Y

Rotterdam Netherland Surcharge + Tax/tonne E127+E 9/t N

Schiphol/Amsterdam Netherland Surcharge/ tonne Weight & Noise level
based 

Y

Brussels Belgium Surcharge by formula / complex formula
incl weight & noise
type

Y

Ostende Belgium Surcharge 2-3E/tonne Y

Frankfurt Germany Surcharge / tonne & by type Y

Koln/Bonn Germany Surcharge/ tonne / tonne & by type Y

Munich Germany Surcharge/AC type 240-360E/b752 Y

Stuttgart Germany Surcharge/ Noise Cat / by type Y {Ch. 2
only}

Berlin/Tegel Germany Surcharge/ tonne / tonne & by type Y

Berlin/Tempelhof Germany Surcharge/ tonne / tonne & by type Y

LeBourget/Paris France Y+Surcharge/ tonne FF80,000 [a/l] &
FF10000 [pilot]

Y

Lyon-Satolas France Surcharge & Tax Noise & Weight Y

Marseille France Surcharge & Tax Noise&
Weight

FF80,000 [a/l] &
FF10000 [pilot]; 

Y

Oslo (Gardermoen) Norway Surcharge/ tonne NK51/tonne Y

Helsinki Finland Surcharge (Night) ACN related Y

Minneapolis-St Paul USA Surcharge Per Op on Ch 2 &
Ch3 planes

Y

33 ICAO Annex 16 
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A typical example of a "simple" European surcharge regime governed by aircraft takeoff weight and noise is shown
in Table L.6.2: 

TABLE L.6.2 TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF SURCHARGE/NOISE TAX REGIME  FRANKFURT GERMANY

Landing Charge  
Calculation: (Basic Price + (Degressional Value x (400 - MTOW))x MTOW   
Prior to multiplication with MTOW, rounding off to 10/100      
Jet and non-Jet Aircraft   Basic Price per t. for 400t MTOW

Chapter 3  

Day-time Night-time

included in  
Bonus List  

DEM 10.90 12.60  

not included  
in Bonus List   

DEM 14.50  19.70  

Chapter 2  DEM 36.00  108.00  

Chapter 3  Value of Degression per t. MTOW 

Day-time Night-time

included in  
Bonus List  

0.02142744  0.02458309  

not included 
in Bonus List   

0.02816750 0.03801838  

Chapter 2   0.06667963 0.20275504  

Notes:  
1. Day-time: 0500-2100 (0400-2000 during legal summer time) Night-time: 2100-0500 (2000-0400 during legal summer
time) 
2. If the landing or take-off of the aircraft is at night, 12,000 kg will be taken as the minimum charge independent of the
actual maximum take-off weight.  
3. If the landing takes place during the day, and the ensuing take-off at night, a fixed night price will be used to calculate
the landing charge (increased MTOW rate).  
4. All cargo flights will be granted a 25% reduction of the daily price (fixed landing charge) from Mondays to Fridays if
the take-off AND landing take place at day time.  
5. Landing charges will be calculated on a DEM basis and subsequently converted to EURO at the rate of EURO=DME
1.95583     

Other regimes employ seemingly complex econo-acoustic  calculations to arrive at the surcharge/tax to be imposed
(eg. Brussels). 
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L.7. Curfews:

Curfews hours are prescribed for most of the airports studied, with varying effect.

In South Africa, no jet aircraft at any airport may use a runway between the hours of 8:00pm and 4:00am. Similarly
at Stuttgart, Germany ( 10:00 pm  - 7:00 am) . However,  many airports operate at night under different rules such as
applying a  stricter maximum noise criterion, or banning particular aircraft types (eg. Chapt. 2), or imposing
maximum takeoff weight restrictions ( eg. Rotterdam). Some operate at night with runway selection restrictions that
are not applied in day-time [eg. Sydney, Australia, Calgary, Canada].  Los Angeles only permits departures and
arrivals over the coast at night time (00:00a - 06:00a)  in a "SODPROPs" -style operation, similar to the
"pseudo-SODPROPS" Mode 1 curfew operation in Sydney, but employing two runways. Schiphol in the
Netherlands, only permits Chapter 3 jet aircraft of bypass ratio less than 3, to operate between 6:00 pm and 8:00 am.

Still others require special permits to be obtained from the airport manager on a case-by-case basis. Yet again, others
operate with a "night quota" system, each airline having to apply for a "night-slot quota" annually (eg. Brussels,
Heathrow, Liverpool, Manchester ).   Washington National (Washington DC, USA)  has a curfew between 10:00 pm
and 7:00 am with an aircraft type specific  [FAA Part 33.3] noise limit for departing aircraft of 72 dB(A), and that for
arriving aircraft of  85 dB(A). Washington DC is its own jurisdiction and, unlike other States in the US, is  not
subject to FAA or international rules.

L.8. Noise Level Regimes [Metrics]:

A variety of noise metrics are used among the surveyed airports for defining exceedances which are used in
prescribing penalties,  or noise surcharges, or merely for the purposes of notification.  Some of these are listed in
Table  L.8 :

TABLE L.8 SOME NOISE METRICS USED BY AIRPORTS

METRIC
UNIT

DESCRIPTION COMMON
UNIT

LEVEL Airports

PNdB Perceived Noise in dB dB(D) max   + 9 112 La Guardia , Newark NJ

EPNdB Effective Perceived Noise in
dB

dB(A)max  +13 105/100(M) or
110/102(G) or 115
(JFK)

Glasgow, Manchester, JF
Kennedy

Lmax Peak noise level in dB(A) dB(A) 87(n) - 94(d) #1 Heathrow

SEL Sound Equivalent Level dB(A) 75-90d; 70-80n
(B); 90 (M)

Brussels, Minneapolis, 

dB(A) A-weighted sound level in dB dB(A) 74 (dep) & 78(arr)
(BL); 72(d) &
85(a) [WN]; 75(M)

Boston, Washington National,
Munich

LAeq, 1sec 1sec max Equivalent level in
dB(A) averaged over 10 sec

dB(A) 77 (n)-87 (d) Liege

Ldn Day and Night Level dB(A) 65(d) & 55(n) Auckland, Christchurch NZ,
Rome

Leq Similar to LA eq /defined as
average over certain time

dB(A) 65 Belfast

ANEF Complex formula inAS2021
averaged over one year

dB(A) 25 Sydney , Land Use Planning

1 Note: (d) = daytime; (n) = nightime value.

It is clear from Table L.8 that there is very little commonality between airports as to the acoustic units employed in
defining aircraft noise exceedances which are used in the prescription of penalties.  Mostly the "A-" filtered decibel
unit is employed,  but occasionally, in the USA (eg. La Guardia & Newark) , one sees the "D-" filtered scale being
employed.  Then again, aircraft are often assessed in various units of  so-called "Perceived Noise Levels" [PNL],  or
Effective Perceived Noise Levels [EPNL] in decibels,  which are complex averages of sound levels filtered across
different defined spectra which can be converted to common parlance by subtracting the relevant constant [9 or 13]
from the level.  At London Heathrow a departure  Lmax  of  94 dB(A) by day and 87 by night is imposed beyond the
6.5 km /1000 ft altitude mark. Local Authorities in the London area consider these limits to be insufficiently strict # 34

34 "Noise Limits for aircraft departing from Heathrow, Gatwock and Stansted Airports: Decision of December 2000", Para 37
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Thus "112 PNdB"  reduces to a maximum measurable Lmax = 103 dB (ie 112-9) .   SEL ANEF and LAeq are
obtained in a more complex manner by averaging impacts over varying periods, but may be derived from a known
maximum impact level for a given duration in their respective units. The "day night"  level or Ldn, is obtained by
averaging noise from an airport over 24 hours, and often on a yearly basis,  applying a night time loading of 10
dB(A) between 22:00 and 07:00 hrs.  

L.9. Conclusions:

It is difficult indeed for the common man to understand the meaning of much of the airport environment jargon he is
presented with.  Among MBA-type Management Circles a lot of emphasis these days is placed on the concept of
"world's best practice".  First we consider the range of noise metric system employed by the above airports, asking
ourselves which system provides the greater protection for the human environment, then we consider what
approaches worlds best practice. 

Airport Noise Metrics:

The most straight forward metric, and the most easily understood by communities used to the sound of machine tools
and such like is the maximum noise level experienced in decibels on the "A-" weighted scale. 

TABLE 8.1.4  in Section 8.1.4 (Vol 1) translates a commonly experienced situation of  a repeated sequence of
aircraft noise impacts, each of  a given maximum decibel level (70 dB(A)) , into the parameters Ldn, Leq,   Lmax, and
ANEF.

The use of broadly averaged indices such as the DNL [= Ldn] , and the ANEF  is difficult for the man-in-the-street to
comprehend,  and in many cases does not reflect his annoyance and disturbance level with overflying aircraft one
little bit.  The ANEF as currently employed in Australia was heavily criticised in submissions to the Senate Select
Committee Enquiry into the failure of Sydney's Third Runway EIS # 35.

The Noise Abatement Regulation for Oslo [Gardermoen] airport refers to the fact that the "noise critical altitude" for
jet aircraft with noise   certification in excess of 88 EPNdB at departure is 5000 ft. While for jet aircraft with   lower
noise certification levels, the noise critical altitude is 4000 ft and states that above the noise critical altitude the
planned departure route   (SID) may be deviated from. The Regulation also states that when air traffic capacity
allows, a noise   critical altitude of 5000 ft AMSL shall be applied to all jet aircraft   operations.  At night Oslo
applies a noise critical altitude of 7000 ft to all jet operations. This appears to be the most enlightened discussion of
aircraft noise impacts in relation to the influence of altitude among the 59 airports studied. 

Thus it appears that the Boston Logan - Washington National - Munich strictures  [of  between  74 & 85 dB(A)
maximum levels] for noise penalties  appear to provide the best protection among the airports cited for residents on
the ground below. 

In the case of Washington this is coupled  with a suitably large penalty ($5000) for exceedances, and the provision of
suitable noise monitoring equipment, which coupled with the adoption of a sensible residential curfew [10:00 pm to
8:00 am] and an ICAO-A  1500 ft mandated initial climbout  along the Potomac River, ensures that the city is
optimally protected from undesirable aircraft noise.

Boston Logan claims to achieve a similar result by trying to ensure  that certain noise impact levels are not exceeded.
This implies, as argued in the SACF Inc submission on the need for legislative protection from the noise of
overflying aircraft # 36 ,  that departing aircraft  must  follow a flight track trajectory suitably configured for this
outcome by ensuring that aircraft altitudes are sufficiently elevated that noise levels on the ground are suitably low. 

Munich does not levy a noise penalty as such, but imposes a surcharge, based on aircraft  type, which in turn depends
on the monitored noise levels for those aircraft.  In the case of Munich, the noise levels are monitored at numerous
locations around the airport, in units of dB(A), and it is these noise levels which the city uses to calculate  the
impacts of given aircraft for the purposes of its Noise Surcharge.

Airports which adopt a criterion based only on the noise certification level for each aircraft type such as  PNdB or
EPNdB, without also enforcing adherence to a properly designed flight path system which assures a minimum level
of noise exposure on the ground are only paying lip-service to the cause of noise abatement.

35 The Parer Report, "Falling on Deaf Ears" July 1955, AGPS.
36 The Way Forward  from Sydney's Airports Quagmire, SACF Inc, July 1999.
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What is World's Best Practice:

Reading the recent previews of the so-called environmental "Master Plan" which Sydney Airport Corporation Ltd
[SACL]  must present to the Minister for Transport by 31 December 2003, one could be forgiven for thinking that
they believe they have already reached the status of "World's Best Practice".  It is submitted that an airport
corporation which puts itself forward as providing "worlds best practice" without  either justification  or
adjudication, must be abhored. Merely repeating the chant "we are a worlds best practice airport" does not make it
one.

But what is "world's best practice" for the environmental management of  the human environment of an airport which
is as close to heavily settled residential areas and as near to the ocean as KSA?

One can immediately propose five essential paradigms: 
1. The noise impact over residential areas must actually be minimised;

2. The noise impact which must unavoidably occur over residents,  after all efforts have
been  made to put it elsewhere,  should be fairly and equitably shared. 
Noise sharing should NOT BE for its own sake. ie as in to masochistically share the detriment;

3. Pollution impacts over heavily populated residential areas should also be minimised.
This means (a) flying the aircraft over water wherever possible, and (b) flying them as high as possible as
soon as possible after take off, and also minimising engine use by aircraft during descent;

4. Whenever possible, aircraft movements should be over water, and more especially
take-offs, because these are both the most polluting and produce the greatest noise;

5. There must be a respectable "noise critical altitude" specified over residential areas below 
which jet aircraft may not fly.  

Because of the great variety of international noise abatement practices encompassed in this review, and the absence
of a suitable internationally recognised standard,  this Review will focus instead on the better practices observed than
to presume than any is offering "best" practice, per se.  Keeping in mind the paradigms stated above, we therefore  
ask  which airports could be said to be in the "world's better  practice" league?

Some of those which are controlling and penalising noise using a  maximum direct impact parameter [ie dB(A), or
dB(D) max]  have in this view approached a  better practice paradigm,  where the noise level is set at a reasonable
level from the standpoint of the hearer. Of the foreign airports surveyed above, candidates would include Boston
Logan, Munich and Washington National.   

Also those which practice steeper take-off paths over residential areas to reach inaudible altitude levels as quickly as
possible must also come close to being in the "better practice" league.   So must airports which place an altitude limit
below which residential overflying is prohibited. Among such airports are Oslo, Auckland, Athens and Brussels, and
to a lesser extent Lapeeranta, and Helsinki [Table  L.4.1 ].  

Within Australia, Canberra, Melbourne and Brisbane have better noise abatement climb procedures than those
operated at Sydney Kingsford Smith Airport.  However,  Brisbane Canberra and Melbourne all have minimum noise
critical altitudes for residential areas which put Sydney Airport to shame. Canberra excels with a noise critical
altitude for jets over the city of 7000 ft.  Of the overseas airports, Auckland (NZ) at 5000 ft, and Oslo-Gardermoen at
4000-5000 ft excel.

Those using Noise Metrics which average  impact so as to make it appear that an individual aircraft's impact
(however loud) does not matter,  must be considered to be substandard.  Using standard "surcharges" , ostensibly
contributing to noise insulation programmes - but often used for "forced draft relocation" programs [ie Minneapolis
-St. Paul and (formerly) Sydney],  can only really benefit  a local  policy purpose of inhibiting the use of the noisiest
airplanes. That this has occurred in the case of the ICAO Annex 16 Ch. 2 type plane in Europe, and some places in
the USA, is laudable,  but by the time sufficiently large areas have received noise insulation, or the targetted
offending aircraft type has disappeared,  much social damage can be done. 

Penalties would be more useful, if they enforced a pattern of adherence to strict noise guidelines, as in the case of
Washington National or Boston Logan, but not if they are mainly honoured in the breach, or if the penalty is merely  
nominal and on the books for cosmetic or other reasons [ ie . Newark NJ, See Table  L.5 ] .
END #
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APPENDIX  M LETTER FROM KEN McLEAN ACKNOWLEDGING ARRIVAL CEILING.
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